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SYNOPSIS
BACKGROUND
The STAR Gyro is a vibrating-string instrument which is partic-
ularIy attractive because of its potential high reliability, small size,
low weight, and low power requirements. The instrument contains no
parts which slide or roll. It has no liqffid whic}_ can become contami-
nated and no tight clearances between the parts. Because of the
exceptionally low power requirement, the instrument is expected to
have quick warmup capability, high reliability after long periodsof
being inoperative, and high reliability for long continuous operation.
It has bet-n recognized since the inception of the STAR Gyro Pro-
gram that it is possible to "torque" this instrument. However, other
development aspects being more important, torquing has received littlv.
study until recently. Previous to this program, some work had been
done on electromagnetically torquing the,instrum,.nt during first mode
operation.
PROGRAM GOA I_S
It was the purpose of this program to develop the theory of STAR
Gyro torquing in sufficient detail to permit the accurate prediction of
torquing scale factors for any future instrument design, and to deler-
mine the effect of all important error sources. It was also tht. purpose
of this program to conduct torquing experimental work to demonstrate,
tht, feasibility of torquing at rates from 0 to g000 degrees per hour,
and to make measurt, ments to provide data sufficiently accurst,, to be
used for checking the theoretical results being developed. Oth,.r
detailed objectives are discussed at appropriate locations in the. report.
MAJOR RF.SU LTS
The most important results of this stud}, ar_ discussed below,
without attempting to recount all d,,tails of this study, or the methods by
which these results were obtained:
o In Section 3 of this report, the general theory for the r,,sponst.
of a vibrating string (operating in its n th mode) to an arbitrary
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:lppticd la{er_l force, i._: dcvt_.lopcd. Although this devclopra_,:_t
follows the lines of previous work (Rcfer,,nce 2), it has been
expanded to include the following results:
th
a. Response, with string operating in an arbitrar F n
ruode, has been obtained in IEquations 3-14 and 3-15.
b. The amouut of elliptical, subharmonic, and harmonic
motion generated incidcntiallv to the desired torquing
precession is obtained in Paragraph 3.4.
c. A time function for a torquing pulse b.,ts been found
Which will eliminate all elliptical, subharmonic, and
harmonic extraneous string motion, independent of tI,e
space function which is used for the torqui:_g (sec
Paragraph 3. 5) while producing the dcsir_cd torquing
response.
d. Using this optimum pulst • shape, t}-c net pulse sensitiv-
it}, including tt'e effect of phas_.-analc errors in the
pulse, is obtained in Kquations 3-31 and 3-32. It is
also showr_, that sensitivit\ to these p}'.ast, errors can bc
minimiz,_d without adverse effect on other optimization
(Paragraph 3.8).
In Section 4, the expressit_n is derived for the electrostatic
force on a fiber between tv.-c'_ parallel plates. The fiber and
two plates may be at three different voltages. Although this
problem may not appear difficult (the torte between a cylinder
and a single i,late, ior example, is weil known), the solution
could not be found in the literature and seems worth presenting
in sonae detaii. The result, uf course, has a sotnewhat more
general application than :hat required here. L Figure 4-8
the expressious required to calculate this force _re
summarized and the terms _re,redetined. l'he expression
tor Cw, the capacity from the v.ire to ti_e pair of plates
connected in paratlel (Equation 4-Z8), is _ eubsidiary result
which also n_av find iildependent application, as it ilas not
been found in the literature.
i
I
!
I
3_ Reference 1 presents the basic theory _f the vibrating string
as an angular :notion sensor, including ([) the conditions for
the desired vibration :o start under par_tmetric t:xcita_iu:l,
(2) the conditions for this oscillation to continue, (3) the
an_plitude of this oscillation _mder given drive conditions,
(4) the _,xpression tot anisoelastic precession rate, (5) the
very important c_)ndition which brings '_his precession rate to
zero, known ._s the "critical" c_)nditi,Jn, ,t:,.d '_in.:_:l f (o) t?.
dan_ping bias ,_r _.recession rate. i'hese _:xpressi,)r:s in
this reference, however, ire limited to first mode operation.
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In Section 5 these expressions are obtained for the operation
of the string in an arbitrary n th mode. Although the results
in Section 5 are required for application here to the torquing
expression, these results of course have considerably wider
application and are i@ortant in themselves. Figure 5-g
depicts these results for first and secor_d mode operation and
summarizes the important equations, so that the figure is
self-contained and convenient for reference.
, The major result in terms of program objective is contained
in the expression for net torquing scale factor (Equation 6-15),
along with the expression for string amplitude (Equation 6-21),
and the summary of definitions following timse equations. The
expression for error terms iollo\vs directly from these
equations and may be expressed as in Equations 6-49, 6-51,
6-59, or in other ways. A typical method of applying these
results to a particular error budget is illustrated in the
paragraph containing Equation 0-b0.
Another useful result contained in Section 6 is the expression
for string pickoff sensitivity obtained when a transformer
is used to tune the pick-off capacities to resonance; as
illustrated in Figure 6-4. This is obtained by using the
capacity-variation results in Section 4 and is given in
Equations b-43 and 6-47.
, The specific program _oal of showin_ torquing feasibility for
rates up to 2000 degree per l_our was achieved electrostatically
with no particular difficulty. Electrostatic torquing rates
of one or even two or n_ore orders of magnitude greater than
this appear attainable with practical electronic and instrument
configurations.
8 Finally, the experimental work has, within the general
accuracy of the data, served to substantiate the theoretical
expressions. The parameters during tests were, in generai,
varied over a wider range than would be of interest in
normal operation, the purpose being to check the theoretical
expressions with a greater degree of resolutions. These
comparisons are presented and discussed in Section g.
CONCLUSION
The results of this study indicate that there is no fundam_,ntal _r
practical .limitation in the precision torquing of the _I'AR ()yro. file
V
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preferabl(: nlvans ,Jr torquing app,_ars to be electrostatic. Yhis
method can obtain high rates of torquing with rcaso'aabh.' voltages,
negligible: power consumption, and an accuracy which appears to b("
limited only by th(, degre,._ of pr,:,cision which is built into the torquing
system in accordance with the error model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
I. I DESCRIPTION OF THE STAR GYRO
The STAR (vibrating-string) Gyro, from an operational point of
view, may be referred to as a"position gyro." The string vibrates
essentially in a plane, driven by end-fastening longitudinal motion at
double the string vibration frequency. This drive does not coerce the
plane of string vibration toward any ._pt,cific ori_,ntatioa. The string,
in a manner analogous to the Foucalt pendulum, vibrates so that its
plane tend_ to remain angularly fixed in inertial space. {In both, the
energy of the stored angular infor_T_ation is periodically intcrchang,.d
between the potential energy associated with a position vector, and the
kinetic energy associated with a momentum vector. ) Thus, if the
structure supporting the string is allowed to turn about the axis of the
string, the plane of string vibration lend.-, to remain fixed in inertial
space., although the string itself rotates with the supports. Thus, a
sensor attached to the case of the instrument, det_,cting the angle between
the plane of string vibration and the case; will, during normal operation
of the instrument, read out the angle in inertial space through which the
instrument has turned, in the same manner as a free-gimballed
conventional position gyro.
Although the drive itself does not tend to coerce the string plato.,
there are important effects which do tend to rotate the string plane
toward a preferred case-oriented angle of operation. These effects
must be considered if operation of the vibrating string is to be attained
with sufficient angular stability that we could apply the term "gyro" to
the instrument. The dominant effect, by a large margin, is that result-
ing from elastic asymmetry (anis_elasticity) of the fibre ends and fibre
end mountings. Even when care is taken to construct a uniform fibre
and mounting, the. string plane w_ll be observed to tend strongly toward
a preferred plane.
Reference I presents an analysis of this anisoclastic behavior and
shows the. way in which it causes the string plane to precess toward
a preferred plane, the rat_ of pr,,cession b_.ing proportional to the "angl_-
off" of this plane. Of particular i,n})ort_nce in the results of this
solution is the fact that, for certain relationships b,.tween the frequt, ncy
and amplitude of the string drivt_, tht pr,.cession rate of tht_ string plan( _,
at a givt.n angle off, goes through zero and r(.w. rses direction. The
l-1
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condition at which this prt, cession rate goes through zero has been
term_,d t!-_. "critical" condition. Thus, at a given drive _mplitude we
have a critical drive freqm_ncy. At a given drive frequency we haw, a
critical driw. amplitude. By n_aintaining the drive condition as closely
as possible to critical, while operating the string a_ closely as possible
to its preferred t lastic plane, it is possible to obtain string-plane
stability sufficieI:tly good that we may think of the vibrating string as a
position gyro.
When the anisoelastic bias is thus controlled by having operation
near "critical, " the m. xt dominant effect which is seen and which tnust
be eliminatt d by car,,ful co:_struction of the instrum,.nt {s a bias which
results fronl as,/m,notrica! loss or damping. This eff,,ct also involves
a principal axis but unfortunately the e. lastic and damping axes arc, not,
in general, coincident. The damping ,..fleet is basically much .smaller
than the anisoelastic _-fftect, but its control presents difficultios which
are now under intensive investigation.
1.2- GEN_2RAL CONCEPT OF STAR TORQUING
For many applications in which gyroscopt._s are used, it is desirable
to be able to "torqu,:" the gyro. Torquing in this sense means the
causing of the stable element to pr-cess in proportion to an applied
torquing signal. In the usual application, the, gyro pickoff s,_n_es the
offset angle produced by this torquing and, by means of the platform
servo, rotates the platform and gyro case until this sensed offset
angle is nul!ed out.
In the case of the STAR Gyro we find that the precessing of the
stable elei_ent (the string plane) is produc_.d, not by an actual torque,
but by th_ , application of a somewhat different fore,.. This force is
distribut_:d along the string and is porpendicular to the strin_ plane.
In analysis, it is convt,nient to think of the torquin:_ force, distribute'd
along the length of the ,tring, as consisting of a seri_.s of itnpluses
which may be integrated, over time, to find the response to any
particular wavoform. The total response of the string to th,.'se torquing
forc_:s is twofold: First, there is the desired shift in the plane of
string vibralion. Secondly, there is a concomitant production of an
elliptical co_,npon,_nt in the _tring vibration -- that is, a beginning Of a
component of string _otion wt:ich is _lig]_tly out of its nominal plane of
vibration. [f tht. impulse, is appli,:d wh_:n the. string is at i_s c_.nter
point of vibration, there, will be no _:lliptica[ motion produccd and, at
the saint, ti,_2_t,, th_ • tendoncy to precess th,_ string piam: will b_, ma :inmm.
1-2
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On the other hand, an impulse applied when the string is at its max-
imum point of vibration will produce maximum elliptical motion while
producing no rotation of the string plane. Fortunately, as can be seen
in the equations of Section 3, pulse and analog waveforms exist which
eliminate the average production of elliptical compo:_ents, while
producing the desired torquing.
Thus, as a matter of interest, we see that when the actual torque
on the string (about its neutral axis) is maximmn, there is no precessing
whatsoever of the string plane. Contrarily, when th_ tendency of the
force to precess the string is maximum, there is no actual torque,
as such, generated. However the word "torquing" is used here to
describe this precessing of the STAR Gyro plane without apology,
because it is supposed that those long fatniliar with the torquing of more
conw,.ntional gyros will tend to us_-_ the term, _hatcvcr technically nmre
correct ter_,n might be appL_(,d. (In the saint: way, \w, do not hesitate
to call the vibrating string a "gyro" or "gyroscope," _:ven though it
may, semantically, not truly be a gyroscope. It functions as a gyro-
scope, and the application of the word seems advisable.)
1. 3 TORQUING HISTORY AND THE APPROACH IN TIlE CURRENT
STUDY
Since the inception of the STAR gyro, it has been r_-cognized that
it would be possible to torque this instrument by the application of
suitable forces perpendicular to the string plato.. A static or d-c force
has no prec_:ssing effect on the string because any processing effect
which might occur during one half of a cycle will bc exactly cancelled
out during the succeeding half cycle., Thus, any force applied to the
string to create a torquing effect n-_ust vary at string frequency.
Early torquing methods which were considerod, included both
what was termed "induction torquing" and "direct torquing." "With
induction torquing, a magnetic field perpendicular to the string plane
causes a voltage to be _encratcd in the string as a result of its motion
in the magnetic field. The result of this Voltage- is that current flows
through an _,xt,,rna[ r(.sistor, and in conjunction with a sccotld magnetic
fie.ld, parallel to the string plane, produce:, a fc, rc_, in phase with th,,
velocity of the string _ the phaso which produc,:s the _naximum
torquing _ff('ct. An advantagt_ of induction torquing is that th( • force
is automatically in proportion to the string arnplitud,., b,.cause of the
1-3
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method of force generation. This method is not suitable for pulse
torquing because of its inherent nature. This torquing _nust be control-
led by controlling one d-c magnetic field, which eliminates the use of
a permanent magnet. Also, the method is limited as to maximum
torquing rate because of the rather hightresistance of a typical string.
In add{tion, an undesired damping force is produced incidental to
torquing.
Direct torquing may take a number of forms. Any method by
which force can be applied to the string in a controlled manner is
suitable for torquing the string gyro. Electromagnetic generation of
this force by use of a steady magnetic field with a controlled current
in the string has been studied and tested at least twic,_ in the past
(References 3 and 4). Emphasis in the current study has been on the
electrostatic force production. Section g of this report discusses
the reasons for this emphasis.
Sections 3, 4, and 5 cover nth mode torquing, electrostatic
force, and general nth mode equations, developments needed for the
required detailed torquing expression. Key results are noted in the
abstract. These d_:velopments are then combined in Sectioa 6 to
obtain a detailed equation for the scale factor or torquing sensitivity
of the STAR Gyro. This expression is derived on an entirely theoretical
basis and thus is useful in finding the effect of various terms on
torquing. It is, of course, obviously useful in finding what voltages will
be required to torque a STAR Gyro of a new design.
With this detailed expression for STAR Gyro torquing, error
expressions are determined in Section 6.3 simply by the us_ of a series
of partial derivatives. Those terms in this expression which are
sensitive to temperature in a known way are then combined to obtain
an error expression with one temperature t(.rm. Thus, errors which
are correlated through temperature have been grouped together. The
summation of individual uncorrelatcd error terms is then made on a
root sum square basis. .-\ typical error budget for a sample desired
rss accuracy is presented.
In S,..ction 7 considerable detail is giw, n on the laboratory mech-
anization which was used in the tc.sts performed und,.r this contract.
The main object of these tests was not to obtain a particular stated
accuracy but rath(_r to obtain data to w. rify the theor,'tical expressions
so that we could apply thcs,, expressions with confidence to determine
1-4
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errors, in terms of known errors of standard components, such as the
accuracy with which a d-c bias voltage can be supplied, the accuracy
with which an electronic gain can be produced, and so forth.
Finally, in Section 8 comparison is made between experimental
and theoretical data. Theoretical torquing scale factor and string-
amplitude pickoff sensitivity are calculated in t,_rms of parameters
used in the test and the results are compared to experimental data for
these. Plots are made to show the effect of shifting the three main
phase angles which are important in purse torquing. These. experimen-
tal phase angles are shifted extensively, with the idea of proving the
general form of _he theoretical expressions. These ,,xpressions may
then be used to calculate errors due to a given phase shift with more
accuracy than is presently possible with the experimental setup, or
with the STAR Gyro presently available for test. The effects of tern-
peratur_ variation and of torque pulse magnitude change are also
compared.
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2. COMPARATIVE STUD'( OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
AND EIFCTROSTATIC TORQUING
2. 1 INTRODUCTION
As evidenced by the contents of this report, primary effort on
this contract was directed towards electrostatic torquing of the STAR
Gyro. This preponderance of effort came about because of a number of
factors. At the contract inception, cor_siderable work had been done
on electromagnetic torquing. The STAR Gyro had been torqued electro-
magnetically (References 5 and 4) and the original basic theory on
torquing the vibrating study gyro (Reference 2) had been aimed at electro-
magnetic torquing. Thus, a body of information existed on this torquing
method. By comparison, no electrostatic torquing work had been done.
In fact, some doubt existed as to the feasibility of torquing the STAR
Oyro electrostatically with reasonable voltage lew'ls. With this in mind,
initial experimental effort was directed t'oward electrostatic torquing
white theoretical effort was aimed at general torquing theory, this
being applicable to either torquing m_chanization. Early in the contract
period, it became evident that electrostatic torquing was not only
practical but appeared able to satisfy performance requir,_meflts.
Considerations discussed in S_:ction g-Z plus the. obvious weight and size
reduction led to the early conclusion that electrostatic torquing is
preferable to electro,nagnetic torquing.
2. 2 CONSIDERATION OF THE TWO TORQUING ME;THODS
The rnost important features of electrostatic and electromagnetic
torquing of the vibrating string gyro are discussed below.
g. Z. 1 Temperature Effects
Perhaps the most questionable characteristic regarding satis-
factory electromagnetic torquing of the STAR Gyro is th, • heating caused
by the torquing current in the string. B,,cause of th,. slow dissipation of
heat from the vibrating element, small power inputs caus,,d by the IZR
losses may introduce significant heating of the string. T,,mperature
variations, as a function of torquing current and thub torquing rate,
are intolerable in available instrumt_nts as they cause definite changes
in instrument performance. From data available on one, instrum_nt
which has been torqued electromagnetically, a rough c_tlculation as
to probable temperature rise for various torquing rates has bc,.n made.
Z-1
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[t is estiinat¢_.d that a torquing rate of ZOO0 degree "per hour would cause a
string tt_n_p_.raturc incrt:asc of 5 F. This estin]ate assumes no heat
transfer to the vacuum surrounding the string and is made on an
Invar STAR Gyro operating in the first mode. Although wide fluctuations
could be expected with different instrulncnts, the point to be emr_ha-
sized is that significant temperature rises for rates of Z000 degree per
hour can be expected. To torque at rates this large, it would thus be
necessary to modify the electronics to provide a constant IZR power
input to the string regardless of torquing rate. Two methods can be used
to accomplish this: (1) A direct current could be, provided to the string,
interrupted only by a torquing Italy:e; if the d-c value is made equal to
the rms current Of the pulse, a constant power input is obtained.
(2) the instrum,_nt could be consistantly torqued eithc, r h, ft or right. A
zero torque rate would call for alt_.,rnatr, left and right torquing pulses.
Either of these would hold the tt_mperature of the string stable but the
requirement of a constant power input and associated warmup time for
stabilization would remain as an undesirable feature. It should be
pointed out that no such difficulty exists for electrostatic torquing.
Power input to the instrument is insignificant.
It is appropriate to comment here on the peak torquing limitation
imposed by the IZR power loss on electromaCnetic torquing. If an
incr,_ase in torquing rate of ten (Z0,000 degree per hour) were desired,
estimation of temperature rise using a calculation of the type discussed
earlier would cause a temperature rise of 500 F. This is obviously a
ridiculous figure but it serves to illustrate a w_ry real limitation on
the rates which might be achiew_d electromagnetically. A similar
increase of ten el(_ctrostatically does not introduce unreasonable _ voltage
requirements and the power requirements remairt insignificant.
i
I
I
l
Z.Z.Z Physical Instrument Considerations
A considerable reduction in size and weight is obtained by use
of electrostatic torquing over electromagnetic torquing; because of the
size _nd weight of the magnet and magnetic circuit, as well as the
larger case size required. In addition, design and fabrication of an
instrument incorporating electromagnetic torquing is necessarily more
complicated and t>xpensive. However, no apparent fundamental problems
exist for constructing an instrument with eith_r torquing capability.
Z. Z. 3 Electronic Considerations
As deriw_d from laboratory work, the circuitry rcnuircl_]ent_ for
either method of torquing are _'qui\_alt?nt (n(_gh'ctinc 4 th, ' constant power
Z-Z
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input requirements discussed in Paragraph Z. Z. I). In fact, essentially
the same set of breadboard electronics was used to torque a STAR Gyro
both ways. Experimental work has shown that current and voltage lew-ls
for either method of torquing are at values easily obtained using mini-
aturized semiconductor circuits. In both cases, the power required by
the electronics in optimized circuitry would be measured in milliwatts.
Electrostatic torquing requires a precision d-c plate excitation
which directly affects the torque svale factor. Of course, a similiar
scale factor dependance is ex,:rtcd by the electromagnetic fixed field
(this will be discuss_:d further in Paragraph I.Z.4). Obtaining d-c
excitation with the nec,:ssary stability does not appear to be a difficult'y.
The disc drivL, oscillator, m:ccssary for driving the string into a stable
oscillation, requires plate excitation of comparable magnitude and
stability. Also, whether an instrument be torqm, d electrostatically or
ele.ctromagnetically, the need for a stable d-c plate excitation in the
torquing channel remains. This will bc made more apparant in the
next paragraph.
Consideration of electronic requirdnuents nec_,ssitates some
comment on the complete pickoff torquing transducer configuration.
This is especially truc since any electrical cross-talks within the
instrument which will need rejection electronically will be determined
by the chosen configuration. In all practical instruments prcsc:ntly
envisioned as suitable for torquing, th,_ following three basic signal
transducers are required: (1) A pickoff to scn_e the angle between the
string vibration plaae and a reference plane dcfim.d by a null output
from this sensor. This pickoff measures the d_,viation from the angular
reference orginally set up by the instrument. (Z) A pickoff which
measures the amplitude of the string vibration and provides a signal
proportional to the ax_nplitud_ .. Thi_ signal provid,,s two functions. It
is used as a reference to define iustantaneous ._tring position (phasing
information). It also provid,.s a signal from which torquing pulses can
be derived. The pulse can then be made proportionatt_ to the amplitude
of the _tring oscillation which correspondingly makes the torquing scale
factor ins,.,n_itive to string ml_plitude variation. (3) A torquing pulse
transducer (inv_.rs_. pickoif) whici_ acc,.pts a torquing pulse and provides
a proportionate, force to act on th<z string. Having available three
electrom_L_netic and/or _'h,ctro-_tatic transduc,,rs ot_ens up a large
number of con_binations for fittir.g a tran_duc,.r to a function. However,
some of thc_,_ can rapidly bc di._card_.d. An iliiportant point must be
made h,_r, ,. Because th,. string carries any currcnt dorived from the
_:lectronl:_gm.tic t)hcnomenon, voltag_.s proporlionatal to _hc r,.quired
pickoff i'<:nctious will appear at the same phvsic_,l point. Thus, any use
of the n_;,gnetic circuit to obtain :n,tltiplc fuactioas will cause direct
'-3
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cross-cot_plit:g ._t the string. }Because of this cross-coupling, use of an
elt:ctro_nagnetic tr;msduccr to provide more than one _unction is
unrealistic. If the magnetic circuit were used as both a torquing
transducer and a string plane angle pickoff, common currents with a
ratio of !0 5 would require separation. This type of rejection is not
particularly practical. It should be noted that assuming reasonable
physical separation of the plates, a similiar cross-co_:pling does not
occur in the ch'ctrostatic cast'. The pickoff is at the plate, not at the
string. With this in _nird, it appears that only two transducer config-
uratio_ts d<-serve considc, ration for use in a practical torquable instru-
n]e_t: (1) An atl-el_:ctrostatic cot,figuration will. three sets of plates
to pt'rf:)r:n the. foremcntioned ftmctions. (2) A cotnbination which
utilizes ch ctro_r_agm:tic p}_cno_ncna for torquing and t'l_:ctrostatic pick-
offs for the string plane angle, and string oscillation a,-nplitude. It is
ahnost ironic to not_', however, ti-at it" an instrument ,,,ere constructed
with both electromagnetic and electrostatic capabilit.v, strong influence
would exist /or using the magnetic circuit for the strir_g-planc angle
pickoff rat]:er than for torquing, because of a more s,_tisfactory signal
with respect to signal source impedance. Thus, it turns out that the
prob,.,bility of _ver torquing a STAR Gyro electromagnetically is less
than tt,e probability of ever constructing a STAR with a magnetic field.
A final minor point should be noted. Whether torquing electro-
statically or electromagnetically a precision d-c plate excitation is
required. The string oscillation amplitude plate from which the torque
pulse is derived always requires it and the torquing transducer may
require it.
• 2. 2.4 Accuracy
\
To date. no undanental accuracy advantages of either electro-
static or electro na,,netic_ to"qu:ng have been uncovered. The actual
physical torquing o the string is a unction o the orce actin_ on the
string with no di rect connection to the -_echanis n ca-asing the orce.
Thus• any general theory relating to t}_e response o ti_e vibrating string
gyro in an,," _:ode is identically apolicable to e_ther t.orquin_ tnechani-
zation. Thins. t}:e _act that second-_nodc operation is being used does
not intluence the choice between etectro_nagnetic and electrostatic
torquin,_. Any [_asic acc'_lracg di:ierence then -nust :elate to the ability
of each met!,od to control the force acting on the STAll Cyro. In the
case of electro:n:_,netic torquing, the :orce is a :_|nct:on o* the per-
manent :ield and the torq::ing pulse current. _.'lectr_staticallv the "orce
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is a, function of the electrostatic field set np by the d-c plate excitation
and the t<_rquing pulse xoltage. In both cases the torquing pulses come
from comparable circuitry and can be considered equivalent in accu-
racy and ce,ntrolability. As far as the respective electromagnetic and
electrostatic fields are concerned, studiles indicate that state-of-the-
art technology can provide sufficient linearily and stability for en-
visioned requirements in either case. It does appear that a great deal
of care and effort would be needed to obtain an adequately stable elec-
tromagnetic field.
2. 3 CONCLUSION
.-ks a result of these investigations and experimental work done
to date, it _s felt tiaat electrostatic torquing of the STAR Gyro is both
feasible and preferable to electromagnetic torquing. This does not
say that the latter would yield unsatisfactory results. Given two
simultaneous programs to develop each n_ethod to a practical working
system, both would probably achieve the development goals. However,
the electrostatic version would be lighter and the instrument less com-
plex. tt should be pointed out that present S]-AR instrument research
and anticipated future efforts are to,_vard an all-electrost_:tic instru-
n] ent.
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TOR(_UING AND LATERAL- FORCERESPONSEOF THE
VIBRATING - STRING GYRO IN ANY MODE
3. I 5UMN.LAKY
This study is an extension of the work on precision tor0uing
(and general vibrating-string lateral-force response) described in
References 2 and 5.
l'he two major _ireas of extension are (1) the specilic res.ponse
for the case of the string in any higher vibrati_m mode, and (2) the
harmonic ap.d bubharn',onic re_poP.se of the string to torquing forces.
All inforlnation given in }{eferences ?. and 5 (sol_le ol \vhich is not
repeated here) re.mains valid for the c<,nciitions specified there.
The general torquing response, it,. differential form, for the n th
string n_ode, is described by Equation 3-14. This expression reduces
to the expression given by Fquations 108 and 115 or Equation 130 in
Reference 2, when n = 1. Also the method of calculating higher-mode
torquing effects by taking the value given by the single-mode equation
on the torqued loop az_d dividing by the number of loops, is verified by
the 1/n n_ultiplier in Equation 3-14.
It is snuwp, in }'_aragraphs 3. 4 and 3. 5 that all elliptical,
harmonic, and subharmonic ruotion of the string can be eliminated by
proper choice ot the time function <Jr the torcluing pulse. This pkllse
shape is a sine-w_tve pulse, at string trequcncy, in }.,tlase with string
velocity, and of as r_.'_any [till _ycles in tin,_e _xs tl:e _)rder ,_( the space-
mode vibration. F'_,r example, witi_ sec_md-xn_de vibr_ttiL)n as in
Figure 3-l, the optimum torquing pulse is as trace (c) in F'igure t-ft.
:klthougi_ the above c,_ndition is satisfied by a..t,._ypair of start _nd stop
th-nes which arc sp4ced by the int_rval specified, t}-_c require:he[it of
least sensitivity t_ tin ling errors is shown in t-_,_r,_gral)h i. 7 to govern
the selection of switching phase to be as indic,areal in Figure'5-2 (start
and stop ti,nes _tt zero "..'_t[ues of t_,rctuing vo'taue ;_nd string vet_)citv).
The conditi.,ns f,)r I_,) i:armonic ;4eneration _re ,_}:,)',vl, to be co_np[ete[y
cotnpatible with the conditions requireci to _)btain _._inimu_'n error for
a given pulse phase error.
Error (<,n'.poneP.ts resuLthlg troth reference-signal a:nplitucie
and phase deviatic,:: from desired yah[c, zerw-cr,)ss-detcctor phase,
errors, _t:lci switcl_i_lg-ditference phase errors arc aivcn iu
Paragraph 5. 7.
3-1
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r
. y (x, t) ,
I yx
I
Figure 3-1. String Equations, Illustrated for String Vibration
I in Second Mode, n = 2
3. 2 GENERAL I,ATERAL-baORCING RESPONSE
I A vibrating strinu _yro, operating in the n th natural mode, will
have normal transverse vibratory motion, y, oi the forn_
_(x, t) Yln sin ]? (x * 2 stnwt
I where m is the frequency at which the string is vibrating, ig -1
illustrates this _notion for n = I. ;3 •
I We now assunle that a force in the z ctirection (perpendicular to
the plane <,f string motion) is applied to the string. The function
I F(x, t), Figure 3-1, represents the force x-distribution and time
variation in a general form.
I "-:'In detail, there will be remanent higher time i_armonics, Y3n'
Ya m , etc, but it is shown in Reference 3 that, when operating as a
string gyro near ' critical," tiaese higher harn_onics are essential!y
I zero, so are not ,.,f i_:terest here. The subscript ! in Yln is carr;_ed
in order to t)e <onsistent with Reference 3.
I 3-2
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m NOTE: Az IS PLO ['rED TO A MUCIi I.ARGER _{'ALF: THAN • (_xz ,, y).
I'RAC;E (e) I_; A FREE-H.\ND SKETC!i O}" FHK FYPF: OF RESPONSE
WF{2CI / M.\Y BE FXF>ECTED f RO),4 A ONE-(]Y(]LE I'UL,-iI=2. A_ t
m BECOMES LARGE I'HE HARMI_:;[CS ON "IIIACE /e) WIL, L DECAYUNYI[, TRACES (d} :MND (e.) _dKE THE :_AME.
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Figure 3-2. Two-Cycle Pulse in Second Mode Vibration
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The technique employed here to obtain an expression for the
response to this arbitrary input,is essentially that of the convolution-
integral, * although the terminology used is entirely different. The
response of the string to a time impulse is first obtained; then the
total response is obtained by an integration (the "convolution") of the
responses due to all incremental impulses, which impulses comprise
the tota[ finite pulse. The linearity which must be assumed to justify
the validity of the superposition involved in this integral is argued on
the basis of two facts: (1) The amplitude of the z-motion is extremely
small compared to the orthogonal string y-rr_otion, and even s_naile{-
compared to the standing wave length. (2) When the string is operating
as a gyro, the tension in the string is constant to a high degree of
precision (see lkeference I). Hence, the lateral motion of the string
has a highly linear force-deflection characteristic.
First consider the response of the string to a force impulse
which is applied from tI to (tI + dtl). This impulse on the element
dx has the magnitude F(x, tl) dtI dx. The resulting velocity change
in the z direction may be obtained by equating this impulse to the
momentum change from time tI to tI + dtI, d_ (x,t I) Pa dx,
F(x, t I)
d'z (x, t I) - p a dtI
(3-z)
The term d'z (x, t I) represents the change in z velocity from the time
t I to the time t I + dt I, only. It is convenient to express this velocity
change as a Fourier series in × over + 2." .....
r-o
dz (x,t I) : _._ dZm sin_m_
m=l
_ 2 //2 F(x,t I) dt I
J
dZm - y.] p a
1/2
(× *
rl']_
sin
(3-3)
( x + _/Z) dx (3-4)
*See, for example, Reference 1, Page 35.
_-'",-'We use the sine series over the interval= (as opposed to the cotn-
plete Fourier Series which requires the interval Zrr). See, for
example, Reference 7, pp. 236, fi37.
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We now make use of the theory of normal modes. The compo-
nents in the series of tLquation 3-3 are all normal space-modes of
the string. This means that each term in Equation 3-3 represents
a modal shape which, when excited', wilt vibrate at a single frequency.
(As mentioned above, string tension may be considered constant.)
This frequencv is rn_ ,:-- Thus, the impulse, F(x, ti) dx dt I applied at
• I7
t I, specifies the initial condition, d_ (x, tI), of a complex string
velocity function, d_. (x,t). The mth term of this expansion contributes
a component of velocity to ti_e total motion, which is the value of the
ruth term in F2quativ)n 3-3, multiplied b!¢ a cosine function, which
starts at t I and vibrates at the frequency of that mode, cos
mu(t - t[). Thus, the value df d£ for all time after t I can be written
directly from Equation 3-3 as
(10
dz (x,t) = _ dZ (x sin mrr _, mc0(t
m = 1 m 'tI) T ( x + , 2) cos -n tI)
for t > tI (3-5)
This expression gives, for all t > t I, the component of
resulting from that force, F(x,t) dx, which occurs between t = t I
and t I + dt I. Because the expression is valid for all time after
t =- t I, an integration, in real time, t, can now be performed to obtain
an expression for the displacement, rather than velocity,
t
Ix, t) = [ d_ (x,t) dt (3-6)dz
t I
/ n___ndZm (x, t I
d_ (x, t) : ' 1---_-
[0, for t < t I
sin T x + sin--(t -n tI)'
for t -- t I (3-7)
':"Reference 1 goes into considerable detail to show that at critical
operation, which is required to obtain satisfactory angular-refe'rence
operation, the_ tension is constant as mentioned above. That constant
value is not the initial tension, but, as shown in Reference 1, is the
tension for which the string is resonant at the drive t requency, _o .
Thus, in tl_e lateral (z) direction, the resonant irequencies w!_ile the
string is "at critical" are tt_e m/n multiples o_ co and not of ¢0 o.
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This expression, together with Equation 3-4 for dZ m, gives the change
in z motion resulting from the application of the force F(x, ti) dx from
t I to t I + dt I. Combining b2(iuations 3-4 and 3-7, and ._)erforming the
dt I integration results in an equation that is rather complex. Simpli-
fication results from separating the time and space variables in the
expression for force per unit tength,
IY(x,t_) = F S(x) T( 1 (3-a)o tI)
t
This requires that the spatial distribution of the force, S(x), along the
string, is the same at all times, a fact which is generally true in
systems of interest. We wili assume that S(x) and Tlt I) each have
maximum values of unity. With this substitution, the expression for
dz (_ssuming that O, a, ai_d m are independent of x) can be reduced to
:_z(x,t) -- _ o [P a m _ S dT sin --n_°Jt
m= l rn [ ms n
m_ t ] tI
dT cos-- , for t >
mc n
where
m_t I
dT = T( cos _ dt Ims tI) n
dTmc = Z(t I) sin m°s----_tIndtI
2/2
Sn_ = S(x) sin _ x +
- L/z
dx
(3=9)
(3-10)
(3-i])
(3-12)
The time function has been broken into its sine and cosine
conaponents, although the expression is somewhat more complicated
in this form, because this adapts more directly to the desired results.
3.3 NORMAL "TORQUING I' RESPONSE
The basic y-_.-p.otion of the string has been given in Equation 3-1.
This _lotion is maintai_ed by a parametric drive consisting of a
longitudinal :notion imposed on the string end fastening, as described
3-6
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in Reference I. When a torquing force adds a z-motion in phase with
this y-motion (and at y-motion frequency), the resultant con_prises a
new motion of the string in a new plane through the neutral string
axis, at solne small angle d0 from the y axis. The basic string
drive maintains this resultant motion. On the other hand, the qua-
drature con_ponent of z-n_otion at string frequency (representing the
ellipticity of string-element motion) and the z-motion components at
all other frequencies are undriven, and hence are damped out and
decay in time. For this reason, it is the sine term of frequency a)
only, in Equation 3-9, which is of interest in the torquing solution.
This terln, divided by y in Equation 3-I gives the net shift in string
plane, d0, resulting from the applied force.
t)/7 sin wt compohentdz (x,
dO = (3-13)y (x, t)
2F S
:t[j = on
Pa_0[Y I T (t I) cos _t I dt I
where
S : S(x) sin _ x _- dx
n J-I/2
J
(3-14)
Note that the sin T x + and sina_t factors both cancel out when
the substitution is made.
This equation is basic to the vibrating string gyro response to a
torquing force or any other lateral force which can be expressed as
in Equation 3-8.
ro obtain the response to a linite pulse, Equation 3-14 is simply
integrated,
2F o Sn / tu
zX_) = Pa _Y "r (ti) cos ._t I dt I (3-15)
ITI
tI 1
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The small-angle approximation i_nplied here is not the limitation it
might seem. Individual pulses are typically very sinai[ {seconds or
fractions of a second of arc), while the larger angles resulting from
longer torquing periods normally involve a follow-up servo which
restores the original orientation between the string and torquing
mechanism.
Pulses with an infinite variety of space shapes, S(x), as well as
an infinite variety of time shapes T(tl), will operate satisfactorily to
produce torqued steps, -_. The basic requirement is that they be
such that they can be accurately reproduced in the magnitude and
timing required.
It seems logical, then, to look first for shapes that cause the
least disturbance to the string through the other components of dz in
Equation 3-9.
3.4 FLLLIPTICAI., IIARMONIC AND SUBFL_RMONIC PRODUCTION
In practice, as well as In theory, non-string-frequency compo-
nents have been found to have either no effect or a second-order, as-
yet-undetected, effect. Elliptical-motion components (at normal string
frequency) can cause drift in the presence of noncritical operation.
However, because torquing waveforms exist which eliminate these at-
least-unneeded components, without sacrificing other features desired
of the torquing, we now consider the conditions for eliminating thegn
and later consider the torquing response to such pulses which have no
subsidiary effects.
9Equations _-14 and J-15 are in the most convenient form for
obtaining the normal response of the string to torquing forces. IIowever,
to find the harmonic and elliptical z-motions, produced, incidental to
torquing, we return to Equation 3-9. Performing the dtI integration
I
I
I
& z(x, t) = S _'i" sin- t
m = 1 pamo_ Z m ms n
-&Trnc cos m,_t] , t > tit
I
I
I
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AT
ms
f tI2 m= T(t I) cos --n tI dtI
tI 1
t12ATmc = T(t I) sin m----_tIn dtI
ill
Sm < Iz S(x)sinT(x+
(3-17)
(3-18)
(3-1z)
repeated
The expression for A_, Equation 3-15, can also be obtained
from Equations 3-16 and 3-I. Thus the sine.at component of _ z(x, t),
Equation 3-16, may be divided by y(x,t), Equation 3-I, to obtain the
same expression for &_) as was obtained in Equation 5-15 by integrating
Equation 3- 14.
An expression for the change in the ellipse thickness ratio,
produced by one full pulse, may be obtained in a manner similar to
that described in the paragraph above for obtaining& _). This ratio
change is the change in the minor-to-major-axis ratio (which ratio we
will call B/A of the ellipse at normal string frequency, co , and is given
by
A = s _t component
y (x, t) (3- 19)
/x
ZF S /" tIZ
on ]Pa _._Y T (ti) sin _t I dt I (3-20)
In ti1
Because this elliptical motion is undriven, it begins to decay immcdi-
ately, so that the expression, to be applicable for all time after ti2,
would be n_u[tiplied by the factor
exp
--Z'Q t 2 , '
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where Q is the conventional n_echanical reason,race /actor. The
elLiptical-motion component appears _,n the main striug pickotf signal
as a quadrature signal (at ca0-degree phase shift) which is normally
rejected by the demodulator. ]:'or this discussion, however, we are
mainly interested in the possibility of selecting a torquing pulse
T(t I) which will not produce any ellipticity, while still producing a
relatively large value lor-SO, Equation 3-15. Considering well-known
orthogonal functions, we see that /X(B/A) of Equation 3-2.0 is zero if
we choose the function
F(t I) = cos _'t I (3-El)
provided the proper torquing interval is selected. Fhis interval can
=') to ,* =/2 [or _t or any interval of length k(2r.)be, ic)r example -,_
(for k an integer). _'
We also note that if we include a phase error, @r.' in the
expression, Equation 3-21, so that T(t I) = cos (hoot I _- @r ), then the
desired torqued response, A_), Equation 3-15, is maximized for
@r = 0, the same value of @r which makes the elliptical component
zero.
3. 5 I-UkRMONIC AND SUBI-UkRMONIC ELIMINATION
We now took for torquing functions, F(x, tl), for the interval ti1
to tI2 ., which will not generate the unwanted harmonics it, Az (x,t),
Equation 3-16. That is to say, we would like to select F(x,t I) and the
interval ti1 to ti2 so that all A z terms for which n_ >_ n are zero.
3. 5. I Space Fup.ction Ou!y
It is possible to accomplish this for all functions, F(ti), by
choosing b(x) to be
nrt _),sin 7-- (x +
in which case, from Equation 3-12, S = 0 for all values of m > n.
m
Practically speaking, however, it wtmld be extremely inconvenient
to produce a torquing force with this space mode: _'irst, to produce
the sine shape in space, with harmonics limited to a _airly Low _evel
would be difficLllt (especially in view of the simultaneous y-motion of
3-10
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the string). Secondly, it is highly preferable to introduce torquing
forces at one end only, so as to minimize electrical interference of
the relatively high torquing voltages on the low-signal-level string-
angle and string-reference pickoffs.
3. 5. 2 Time Yunction Only
Fortunately, there is a much easier way to substantially 'eliminate
these unwanted terms. Proper choice of the forcing time function
T(t I) will eliminate all unwanted harmonics in tile string response to
the torquing force for aI1 space functions, S(x). Consider the terms
ATms and ATmc; we look for a pulse shape, T(ti), which will make
these zero except for ATns (the coefficient of sin wt_,which latter
term is required for the precessing effect, Equation 3-13. ri_his can
be accomplished by choosing
T(ti)n = o tI) o (3-2.2)
0 , elsewhere
for all values of the arbitrary phase angle No" The cos _o t I form
clearly gives the type of orthogonal function we require. The pulse
width oi 2n,-r (in place of simply Z Tr) is required to obtain an interval
over which cos wt I and cos or sin mc_t
--W-.I are orthogonal even when m
is not an integral multiple of n (as, m = 1, 3, 5 ... for n = 2. _or
m = 1, 2, 4, 5, 7... for n = 3, etc).
We note now that Equation 3-22 gives an expression for T(tI) which
also satisfies the requirements for eliminating the string-frequency,
ellipse-producing z-motion con_ponent, * while at the same time being
at the phase which maximizes the torquing effect. l'hus, Equation
3-22 gives an expression for a highly desirable torquing pulse from
the standpoint of its not introducing extraneous string motion while
producing maximum torque for a sinusoidal-wave type torquing pulse.
The pulse start pi_ase, as determined by'¢ is free for later choice.**
O
-",:See Equation 3-21 and the statement concerning pulse interval which
follows that equation.
':_:::Combination cases also exist for eliminating harmonics, where
requirements, though less stringent, are placed on both S(x) and
T(ti). The _mly ones of this type known require t orce on all string
loops and are hence of no more practical value than the "Sp_ce
Function Only" method described above.
3-11
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In summary, if a string gyro is torque_ with a sinusoidal force
at string frequency a_id in phase with string velocity and of a duration
equal to n full cycles (where n is the mode of string vibration), then
neither elliptical motion nor harmonic (including sub- and fractional-
harmonic) motion is generated incidental to the torquing, no matter
what space distribution is used for the force.
As an example, with the string in the second mode, n = 2, as
pictured in Figure 3-1, a double-sine-wave torquing pulse should be
chosen, trace (c), Kigure 3-g, in order to prevent the torquing pulse
from producing any unwanted string-motion harmonics. Note that by
using this pulse, all harmonics are cancelled uut, for an}" space
forcing function, S(x), Equation 3-8.
3.6 t£_kRMONIC GENERATION BY A SINGLE-SINE-WAVE PULSE--
SECOND /rio DE
Because testing has been done using the single-sine-wave torquing
pulse (Figure 3-3) with the string operating in its second mode, it is
desirable to ask what harmonics this produces. For this pulse, with
n = 2, we define the single-sine-purse value of T(ti) as
T p(s s tI) =
cos _tI'0, elsewhere-_° < (_tI) < (2_ - Yo)- } (3-23)
which differs from Equation 3-22 only in that 2 .-r replaces Z n_ in the
limits. Combining this pulse with Equations 3-17 and 3-18, we obtain
for the coefficients in Equation 3-16,
&T =
ms
O, for m even and _ Z
rr , for rn = g (the desired torquin_ effect)
n L sin J-- + 1 x/
t sin -_ - 1 5 ° +
m - 2 m . 2
for rn odd
ol {3-24)
for In even
ior m odd
,_ cos \ Z 1 "Yo
t-
n_ r Z
(3-z5)
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T s sp (tl)
'_ Tssp .
r
--T Z
ncot I
Figure 3-3. The Single-Sine-Wave Pulse, T (tI)
ssp
A value for 'fo can be chosen to eliminate either &Tins or &Tmc,
but there is no way of eliminating both. For the purpose or" n_inimizing
the effect of timing errors in the pulse-generating circuitry, it is
desirable to switch at times when the effect of the actual value of the
pulse is n_inimum. The optimum switching time can be seen in
Equation 3-14 to be when cos _t I --0, or when Yo is - =/2. This is
the value of 3{o being used, as depicted in Figure 3-3. With this
selection for h,o, Equations 3-24 and 3-25 become
AT
ms
O, for m even and z Z
for m = 2 (the desired torquing effect)
Ic;s m_x mvr 1Z_ -_ cos_ for m odd
----'_ - m_2 '
(3-26)
AT
mc
0, for m even
r. lqRrr
-5- s_ -7-|'°m . m._
, for m odd
(3-27)
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Actually, the magnitude of interest is the vector sum,
n'l n'l s n 1 c
112
which can be shown to be
(3-28)
AT =
IT1
O, _ even
, !2¢1 =
2[ 1]c_ rn - Z m + 2 , m odd
(3-29)
Thus, we see that, with second-mode string operation, the 1/2,
I-I/2, 2-I/2, 3-I/2, etc, harmonics of the string /requency (_) are
excited by a single-wave torquing p_)Ise, as opposed to the double-
wave pulse, which, as mentioned, _:xcites no harmonics. For exan_p[e,
compared to the precessing term AT2s, which in this case is
_K_ _ 3. 14
09
the i12 harmonic (m -- I) gives
AT
8 2.67
l 3_ ¸ _ •
and the 1-1/2 harmonic (m = 3) gives
8 1.6
AT3- 5_-
These ternas decay _nd certainly do not show any first-order effect
on the torqued string gyro.
aUsing _uitable identities, Equation 3-16 can be rewritten in terms of
AT m, as just defined, to give %
z(x, t) = E o .D
m:l Pa l_ ,.__J m
AT
n-i C
.ST sin (:rl_,t - arctan --)
rn A T
l-rl s
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3. 7 PULSE-INTERVAL AND PHASE TORQUING ERRORS
(INDEPENDENT OF ANY tiARMONICS GENERATED)
We now examine the torquing response of a time wave, T(ti), of
the sinusoidakform just discussed. In a given instrumentation, there
will be deviations [rom the ideal wave. The. timing errors result from
three main sources in the circuitry. These are {I) phase shift of the
entire string reference signal, (2) phase error in the zero-cross
detector, and (3) phase errors due to switching time.
In Figure 3-4 the torquing signal is depicted with significant
phase terms. The angle, @r' is the sbitt in phase of the string
reference signal. Iu all mechanizations vt:sualized to date, switching
is controlled by a zero-cross detector which operates on the actual
string reference signal so that a shift in string-reference-signal
phase causes the switching time phase to shift with it. Thus, @r adds
to the switching-time phase, as seen in F_,gure 3-4.
The next component of switching phase is @sa,. the average
switching-time phase shift. Ix_ practice, this phase will result mainly
from errors in the zero-cross detector which determines both turn-on
and turn-off time. Thus a phase shift in the pulse supplied by the
zero-cross detector will shift the turn-on and. turn-off times equally.
(The use of only full-cycle torquing waves (no half-cycle waves) avoids
possible differences between plus-going and minus-going zero-cross
detectors. )
In addition to the average switching-time phase, there will be a
difference term, @d' which adds to the turn-on piaase, while subtracting
from the turn-off phase. It is this component that changes the total
length of the pulse from an even multiple of g_, to g krr-28d, as
indicated in t:_igure 3-4.
In any case, three phase terms are required t_ define the pulse,
time-wise. The particular definitions picked here were chosen to be
as consistent as possible with a typical mechanization. For example,
it is convenient to think of one changing white the others remain
constant. It also turns out that, with these definitions, the expression
for the torquing response turns out in a convenient form.
3-15
i @ = REFERENCE WAVE PHASE ,qli!FT
r
@sa = AVERAGE _;WTTCH[NG TIM.E PHASE SHIFT
gd = DIFFERENCE MODE OF SWITCtIiNG TIME PtlASE SHIFT
Figure 3-4. Phase ,kn_,les_Or, @sa' and @d' Defining Switching-
Time and Torquing-Wave Phases. '[Harmonics are
]_i • •
--_Hnlnated if k : n, but This Deve[opnnent not
Restricted to k : :i.)
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To obtain the total torquing response to the wave form of
Figure 3-4, we integrate Equation 3-14 over the limits defined in
Figure 3-4.
rr
"--+ 2 k'_ +82 r + @sa " @d
2 F S los (cot I _0 dtI
= o n - @ ) cos
_ Pa w_Y 1 r c°tI
J -rr +_@ + @ + @d
2 r sa
co
13-30)
This rather imposing-looking integral works out to a rather
Convenient form.
[ °a ( )]A0 = K cos @ ---cos @ + 1r k,_ r 2 k----7 sin 2@ d cos O r + 20s a
(3-31)
where
2k_F S
o n
K = 2 (3-32)
Pac0 _Y1
and S is as given in Equation 3-14.
n
To this point, no small-angle approximations have been made.
We would like to maintain the primary torquing term K cos Or and at
the same time be as insensitive to individual changes in other phase
silifts as possible. The term @d (which is half the deviation from a
full-cycle pulse) is particularly troublesome in this regard, but we
notice that it is possible to arrange to have the @d and sin Z@ d terms
cancel. First, assume that @d is small so sin Z@d---. 2@ d. Then,
AO = K { cos O r + _ cos (O + Z 0 ) - cos O
r sa r
3k_2 Od3 I ' Odcos (O + 20 ) f_r _ < I
r sa
(3-33)
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In this form we see clearly that by picking O r and @sa both to be
approximately zero, the two cosine terrns in tl_e brackets nearly
cancel, and leave A0 with but small sensitivity to 0 d.
Thus we wish O r , Od, and Osa all to be near zero. Allowing for
slight deviations only, we may expand to obtain
{ I ,d.]AP = K I -TO 0d 0 (0 +0 )+r --_-,= sa r sa 5-
for O d, 0r and Osa all < < 1
(3-34)
Equation 3-34, together with other defining equations in previous
sections gives the response to a torquing pulse with time shape as
defined in Figure 3-4. Note that the condition for least sensitivity of
torquing response to switching-time phase shifts (the condition Or = 0)
is also the condition for no elliptical motion, as derived earlier. This
is not surprising, upon examining the differential expressions,
Equations 3- t4 and 3-20.
Also, we would normally expect to pick k = n to eliminate all
harmonic z-motion excitation. Note that it is possible to select k = n
without having any adverse effect on the rejection oi torquing errors
due to torque-pulse phasing deviations, so that optimun_ pulse shape
for both harmonic rejection and mininmm sensitivity to phase errors
can be realized simultaneously.
3. 8 CONCLUSION
It has been shown that, by properly choosing the time-form of
the torquing force, it is possible to "to[que" a string gyro without
inducing any subsidiary harmonic, sub-harmonics, or elliptical-
co_nponent _-._otion, and that this can be accomplished with complete
independence _,f the choice of the space distribution of the force, and
without adding any difficulty to the pulse-generating circuitry. Further,
an optiramn pulse shape required to obtain least torquing-scale-factor
error resulting from residual torque-pulse phasing errors, has been
found, and shown to be compietely compatible with pulse choice ior no
harmonic generation. Thus, no compromise between these objectives
is necessary.
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4. ELECTROSTATICFORCEON A FIBRE BETWEEN
TWO PLATES
This section presents a derivatio_ of the expression for the
electrostatic force exerted on a cylindrical bar or string when it is
parallel to and between two parallel plates, as depicted in Figure 4-I.
The string or fibre and both plates may all three be at different
voltages. Although the problem may not appear difficult (the force
between a cylinder and a single plate, for example, is well known;
see Reference 8), the solution required more effort than had been
anticipated and it seems worth presenting in som'e detail.
Paragrapl_ 4. I contains the complete derivation of the force
expression in terms of the geometry plus the capacity, C w. C w repre-
sents the capacity between the wire, or cylinder, and the parallelled
set of plates. Because the derivation for C w is rather lengthy, it is
set apart in Paragraph 4. 2. Finally, in Paragraphs 4. 3, 4.4, and 4. 5
V
B
B
A
V
V
A
l_igure 4-I. Cylindrical Fibre and Electrostatic Plates
4-i
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the results are examined. For example, special cases are compared
I to exact solutions for an indication of accuracy; optin_um conditions
for maximum force are examined; the amount by which the force on a
i fibre can be increased by using two plates, instead of one, is analysed.
4. I FORCr_ EQUATION
I The basic method used here, for finding the force is to obtain an
expression for the stored energy in the system and differentiate this
I with respect to displacement in the irection of the required force.
To write an expression :or the energy, we first obtain the values of the
six equivalent capacitors shown in Figure 4-Z. l'hese include three
capacities directly to24round which would normaily be referred to as
"stray" capacities. The oti_er three are those which interconnect the
three electrodes.
i .- We may intuitively feel that the voltage differences, (V B - V A)
ana[Vf - VA), are sufficient to express the forces,, the absolute level
| .
/ h
I ..... ._] .......I "_" ---- B
I -..£ | v
-]- CfB I B
.-- ;- H F- -...-k _.u
¢/ • I
/ Vf "-_ I
i / "1" CfA I!
I I I
1 , _ 1
i iI _L
- 5-
! Note:
V
pA
A
C w = CfA + CfB
Figure 4-Z. Capacity Model-Three Stray Capacitors to Ground and
Fhree Interelectrode Capacities
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of voltage not being important. We can verify this intuition by first
writing the charge-versus-voltage matrix in the form
QB = -CAB CB + CAB + CfB -CfB -VB
f -CfA -CfB Cf + CfA + CfB Vf
(4-1)
The elements of the square matrix have been written in relation
to the capacitors of Figure 4-2, by inspection, by considering, for
example, that the first term in QA is the charge at A when V B and Vf
are both 0, and so forth for other terms. _ Note the negative values
when the charge component under consideration is on a grounded
element.
We shall assume that the plates and cylindrical fibre (of length L)
are of sufficient length that end effects may be neglected and the
problem is reduced to a two-di,nensional problem. If we further
assume that the plates A and B are very wide, then the fibre f will be
shielded from ground by these plates and Cf is essentially zero. If we
also neglect the "stray" capacities to ground CAand C B, _ then CA,
C B and Cf may all be considered to be zero. In this case we expect
*Equation 4-I can be checked by writing QA = VA CA + (VA - Vf) CfA
+ (V A - V B) CAB, etc.
#_-The expressions found in the literature for the force between two
parallel plates and for the force between a wire and plate customarily
tacitly neglect the effect of "stray" capacity from the elements to
ground. Thus if the standard expression for the force between paral-
lel plates is applied to a case where there is a high common-mode
voltage [in extreme, ior example, the voltages on the two plates
could be, say 10 6 and (10 6 + l) volts] , the calculated force could be
incorrect, even in direction, because the standard expression depends
only on the square of the voltage difference. With high common-mode
voltage, thin plates, etc., the stray capacity to ground could be suffi-
cient to allow the charge to be the same on both plates, resulting in a
net repulsive, not attractive, force. Neglecting CAand C B here is
the same type of assumption as this. Only in a rather extreme case
would there be sufficiently high capacity (here, or in the other ex-
pressions mentioned) to ground and common-mode voltage for this
effect to affect the results.
4-3
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that the resulting expressions will turn out to be independent of the
common w_ltage level; therefore, let us define the relative voltages
Vs = V.i - VA
V = V B - V AP
The problem, stated in these terms, appears in Figure 4-3.
Making the above substitutions in Equation 4-1, we obtain
(4-2)
QB
f
- +
G_4 B CfA
= -GAB
- CfA
-CA B - GfA
GAB + CfB -CfB
-GfB CfA * CfB
vA]p+ V A
s + VAJ
(4-3)
Using the notation change Q - Qf and Q _ QB' this
s p
[ ] [iQA - II IVA]
-o Cg_ -C m .]
-GfB J VpQp = G_\ B * CfB
Qs "GfB GfA + CfBJ Vs
reduces to
(4-4)
_s : Qf
V._ (RELATIVE TO PLATE A)
"_ " Qp _ QB
6=i- i
Figure 4-3. Relative Voltaze Picture and Dimensions.
From Cylinder to Boti_ Plates Paralleled
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Thus, as expected, it turns out that all charges are independent of the
common voltage level V A. An expression for QA is not needed because
it is simply -(QB + Qs )" We thus can express the entire charge-
voltage picture by the expression
[,ol[ + . [v,1
s CfB GfA + CfBJ Vs
(4-5)
While using this expression we may think of V A as being grounded,
with V s and Vp being the voltages on the string and on the ungrounded
plate. At the end of the solution, however, it will be convenient to
to return and express the final force in terms of ai1 three voltages.
All of which must seem a rather devious method of demonstrating
what must, at least by now, seem obvious to the reader. We have
merely shown that a 2 x Z matrix is sufficient to express the
electrostatic energy picture, and that the condition for this simplifi-
cation is that Cf, C A and C B all are negligible. While there .may be
some small value of the "stray" capacities, G A and G B, the 'stray"
capacity Cf is far less, and in fact, in the "infinite-plate" case, is
identically zero.
Itwas originally thought that, by using an infinite series of line
irr_ges, it would be possible to obtain the entire voltage-charge picture
on the three electrodes directly. It was discovered, however, that
this is not practical. The infinite series of line charge images proved
only suitable for determining C w, the capacity between the cylindrical
wire, and the pair of plates connected in parallel (Figure 4-4}.
The following three assumptions are i_nportant in relating the
threeelements of the capacity matrix, Equation 4-5, to the geometry
involved.
A. Because the fibre is parallel to the plates, and if the fibre
diameter is small compared to the plate gap, then the fibre
: lies in a plane which would be an equipotentiaI plane in the
absence of the fibre. In this case, with Qs -- 0 (that is, with
the string electrically 'floating,"i. e., with no initial charge,
and not connected to any voltage source which could conduct
any charge to it), the capacity between plates A and B is
unaffected by the presence of the fibre; this is because the
4-5
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fibre simply assumes the potential which would be in that
plane in its absence, and thus has no effect on the field or
inter-plate capacity. Thus we write (the terms being
defined in Uigure 4-3)
For Q : 0
s
2H
V - O
p _A p
{4-6)
for ally consistent set of units. The practical question is:
how accurate is the small-diameter solution for larger
diameters? This is considered in Paragraph 4. 3 by comparison
to exact solutions in known special cases. The results prove
to be surprisingly _ood at values of r /H as high as I/3
o
to I/2.
i +a )g C w
l l
/ I
ZH 4
( )-_l-ac "7" I2 _v
I I . AREA A
!, ., i /
1Figure 4-4. Intere[ectrode Capacity in l'erms of Geornetry. C
w
Capacity frum Cylinder to Both Plates Paralleled
(See Figure 4-2 and Equations 4-1Z, 4-14, and 4-15. )
is
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B, The second assumption is essenti_ally a restatement of a
portion of A, now put in equation form. For Qs = 0, the
fibre takes on the potential which would obtain in its plane,
were it not present. Thus we write
for Q = 0, V _ H +mY V {4-7)
s s 2H p
1 +_
v (4-8)
2 p
where we have defined
Y
a = -- {4-9)
H
C. Finally we state
for V = 0 Q = C V (4-10)
p s w s
This is not really an assumption, other than in assuming
that C w is a value which we can obtain. Because of the
complexity in solving for C w, that exercise is deferred for
Paragraph 4.2.
first, assumption C, with Equation 4-5 for Q
S
Using,
Qs = (CfA + CfB) Vs for Vp = 0 (4-11)
I (CfA + CfB) = C w
(4-1Z)
Now, using assumption B, and Equations 4-5 and 4-12
0 = -CfB Vp + (CfA + CfB) Vs (4-13)
I CfB = C 1 +w 2
Finally, using assumption A,
and 4-14 with Q = 0. Then,
s
Equation 4-6, we obtain
+ = _ + C
CAB CfB 2H w
we combine Equations 4-5,
eliminating V and substituting V
s p
2
{4-14)
4-12
from
(4-i5)
4-7
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Thus the entire charge picture can now be written,
Equations 4 o12,
Qs
4-14, and 4-15 in 4-5,
%A I +a
-- ÷C -C
2 H w 2 w
1 t_
-C
w 2
&S
C w
substituting
(4-16)
With reference to h-igure 4-2, Equations 4-12, 4-14 and 4-15 may
also be solved Ior CAB, CfB and CtA. Thus all the individual capacities
(excluding "strays") are known in terries of C and tile _,,eometry._ They
V4
are shown in Figure 4-4.
The stored electrostatic energy in the sys{em may now be written
as the su:n of the energy in the thre_e capacitors of Figure 4-4, or,
equivalently, from V.quation 4-1b (using Equation 3, i_age 39, of
Smythe, Reference 8),
2+ ± 2
U 2 2H 4 )2 V C V
p Z w s
l+a
C V V
w 2 p s
(4-17)
This expression becomes very complex and unwieldy when
differv-ntiated to ,obtain the force. ManageabLe expressions were not
obtained unLil the following substitution occurred to the writer: From
assunlption B, we know that charge ,Jn the string, Qs, becomes zero
when V s _ {1 + (_ ) Vp. Korce on the string must therefore also be
zero _or thi's vai,ae of R:s--hence it may be guessed that the expression
for force migiat be simplified by writing the expressions in terms of
1 Thus we define this deviation,
the deviation of V s from T (i + _t ) Vp.
1 1
vs = Vs ---2 (1 re ) \rp = (Vf VA) - _ (1 +o ) (V B -VA )
14-18)
Upon aubstituting this in Equation 4-17,
_ 2 14-19)U - 1 _A V 2 + 1 C v
2 2II p Z w s
whicia proves cor-siderably more manageable.
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From Smythe {Reference 8, page 40),
tending to increase a displacement-variable,
F
a u (v)
0 _Is
a u (o)
: +
on'Is
(._'s constant
V' s constant
the electrostatic force
q , .is
S
(4-zo)
(4-z 1).
where U(Q) and U(V) represent the stored electrostatic energy in terms
of charge and voltage, respectively. # The electrostatic force in the
+ Y or + c_ direction is therefore, using Equation 4-21, 4-19, and 4-i8
F = + 0( 0 H) V constant
8C
1 w 2
v - C
F - ZH d (t s wvv]s p
are both total values,Regarding units, F and C or both on a
w
per unit length basis. The force solution is now complete except ior
obtaining expressions for C and OC /Oo
%v w
(4-zz)
4. 2 WIRE - TO - PAFC%LLEL - PLATE CAPACITY
Expressions for C w and OCw/OO are obtained below. In Figure
4-5, the pertinent dimension and the location of the lumped-parameter
equivalent of C are shown. Figure 4-6 shows the cross-section of the
w
central portion of an infinite set of line charges of values +q and-q
{charge per unit length). Without going into the rather devious trial
and error process which motivated the selection of this array, we can
verify that they comprise a set of images which gives the desired set
of surfaces oI constant potential.
First: Surfaces A and B are both at zero potential, because, for
any point on either surface the +q's and -q's are symmetrically
arrayed. Thus, at any point, the component of potential caused by each
+q is exactly cancelled by a corresponding line charge of -q.
g=The change o[ sign involves the fact that, for a given movement, dr]
s
the energy in terms of voltage is not constant, but changes due to
to currents which flow from the source maintaining these w.'itages.
t
While EquaMon 4-g0 is rather "obvious," Nquation 4-/.1 is not nearly
so obvious.
4-9
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_k
1. t
!
r !
O I
I
= CAP Di2LEC]RIC
CONSTANT
L , L_2NGTH INTO P_PER
P LA I'ES AP['ROAC }[
_NF-rNITE WIDTH
Figure 4-5. Illustration of Cw, a Function of H,_ , r , L, and
O
Second: With the assumption that r << H, it is valid to assume
o
that at radius r there lies a small equipotential cylinder which is
o
substantially circular and concentric with the central charge. J_-or
r o << H it may also be assumed that the distance from any element of
this substa.ntially-circular cylinder to all line charges (except the
central one) is approximately equal to the center-to-center distances
(2H + 2Y, etc. , Figure 4-6).* The use of center-to-center distances
as an approxi,nation atlows /or partial cancellation of errors on
opposing sides of the cylinder. That the accuracy of the results under
*That the small equipotential cylinder is not exactly circular can be
seen from tim tact that it is a member of a sct o: cylindrical (non-
circular) equipotentials, the _)utermosl ot which are squeezed between
the plates A and B on the sides, yet extend to inIinity above and below.
The innermost of the set become more and more circular as they
approach the central iine charge. Lack of exact concenLricity (except
for Y = 0, an important special case_ can b_: seen by comparing the
special case of one !)late removed (H and Y_ _ as H - Y = h =
constant), to the ex,tct solution for that case, ReIerence 8, where
such non-concentricity is observed.
4-I0
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0
_-q
!
I
I
I
I
I
0
-q
_" DIST._NCE FROM _
_q CHARGE TO _-
-- C Y[INDRICAL '-
SURFACE
Figure 4-6. Central Portion of Infinite Set of Line Charges Used to
Obtain Desired Boundary Conditions at A, B, andf
these assumptions is quite good, is indicated in Paragraph 4.3, where
special cases are compared to known exact solutions. [Ix particular,
good correspondence is obtained with values of r /H as large as 1/3
to 1/Z. o
The field potential, V,
+q (charge per unit length),
page 63) as
a distance r from a line charge of value
is given in Smythe (see Reference 8,
V : q in r + C (4-23)
2v,_
Starting with some point on f, thus, the potential component, due
to the central charge, is - (q/g _ _ ) in r o _ G. Fhe t_otentia[ due to
the nearest charge on the right is _ (q/2-:_) in (2H - ZY) + C; due to
the nearest charge oi1 the left, t (q/2 ::c) In (2H + 2Y) + G; due to the
4-11
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next charge on 'the right - (q/2Tr ( )
components in groups of four, we obtain
V _
In 4H + G; etc_ Combining these
6H - 2Y 6H + 2Y
q In 2H - ZY 2H e 2Y + In
2 ,__ r 4H 4H 8H
o
+ In 10H - 2Y 10H + 2Y + 1
8H 1ZH .... ]
The groul,ing used, which resulted in a solution in the most
convenient form, is depicted in Figure 4-7.
{4-2.4)
Using _ = Y/H (Equation 4-9), Equation 4-24, after some manipulation,
becomes
g_
t{ 2) _ (2n + 1) 2
In-- (i - o +_ In (2n + 1)2- 1
ro n=l
2) +Z I -oIn H (I - a in + 4n(n +
r o n=l
I - (2n + 1)
If (4-25)l ( - 6)
_ q
2TrE
Testing for convergence, the "ratio test" fails to indicate whether
the series is convergent or divergent (An+l/ A n---I). Raabe's Test as
given in Reference 7 shows convergence, as does the integral test.
T o T TA 1
-\ ) 1
F'[gure 4-7. Grouping of Charges in the Individual 'i'erma in Equations
(4-26) and (4-24), and Distances to Central Charge. Subscripts _,f A
Correspond to n's in Equation (4-25), etc.
4-12
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Because the plates A and B (Figure 4-6) are at zero potential,
the desired capacity from the wire to both plates is
where
Q _b_
C -- --
w V V
Zrr ( L
G
2
In (1- a + 1-
4
(4-27)
I
I s: 42E,n ,+,I°4n(n + I)
1 -
n= 1
(4-28)
(4-z9)
The definition of S anticipates a simplified expression for S, £vhich
can be obtained by first expanding the log in a series. This permits the
summation over n to be made once and for all, leaving only a series in
ZI a the variable. Using the conventional expansion
|
4 1-o 1 l-!_
! S : -1 -- --20 4n(n _1) Z 4n-(n 4- 1)J
n= 1
+ 3 4n + I) * ..... (4-30)
collecting powers of (1 - a2),If we now regroup these,
l 2) £ 2S : En(n f I) (l - (> bn(n + [)]a
n: I n = I
I
I
I
+(1 -_
2. co
z) E 4
n = 1 3[ 4n(n + 1.)] 3
,._ oO
n_l)]4 "
(4-31)
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The subornations over n can'be put in closed form (see Keference
9, page 336); for example the first two summations in S are I. 0
(exactly) and ( _ Z _ 9)/24. At: higher values of n, the closed form
becomes more difficult to evaluate, and the series expression converges
more rapidly, hence use of the closed form is not practical above the
first or second term. The resultant expression for, S is
.S =
2
2) 2)l - .036231(I _ + .002712(I -
3 4
2
. . 000243(i _ _) + .000024(I - a )
.
(4-32)
The derivative required for Equation 4-22 can be obtained, directly,
in the form
bC " C
VV V¢
H 2 1 -
2 In --(I - _ ) + S
r 4
o
4-33)
where S* -
I d
(1 (2) S]
is given by
1 -.072466(1 - o'
- .000992(1 - o
z z 2
) + . 008136(I - _ )
3 4
2 2
) + .000120(I - c_ )
(4-34)
The final result is contained in Equations 4-22, 4-Z8, 4-32, 4-33,
and 4-34. Simplification is not possible after these equations are
combined into one expression; hence, as an alternative, the results and
definitions are summarized in Figure 4. 8. i'he definitions for the
infinite series S and 5" have been chosen so that they are approxi-
mately unity.
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_--h = H-Y
FIBRE LENGTH (INTO PAPER) = L
a = Y/H (4-9)
Vs = Vf - V A ]B - V A (4-21
P
v = V - (I12)(i + a) V (4-18)
s s p
F --ELECTROSTATIC FORCE ON THE FIBRE
(OIL CYLINDER) IN DIRECTION SHOWN.
'I_cw-_ ]= v - C v V (4-Z2)F 2-Hl'O-'aa s w s p
WHERE
C --
27r_L
W
In H (I -a 2) . I - a" (4-28)
r ° 4 S
_C aC
2 In H (1 -a 2) + 1 - 1 - a _ (4-33)
4 S
2 2
S = I - 0.03623(I -a2)+ 0.00271 (I -a )
2 3 2 4
-0.00025( 1-a ) + 0.00002 (1-a ) + . . .
S_: = I - 0. 07247 (l - a Z) + 0. 00814 (I - a2)"
2 3 2 4
-0.00099(I-a ) , 0.00012 (I -a ) _ • . .
S(O) = 0.966Z
S_(O) = 0.9348
(4-32)
(4-34)
I
I
I
I
Figure 4-8. Summary--General Equation for Force. Equations 4-22,
4-28, 4-33, 4-32, 4-34 as well as 4-9, 4-2 and 4-18
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4. 3 SPECL%L CASE, ONE PLATE
An indication of the accuracy of the result can be obtained by
comparing the single-plate special case with known exact solutions.
To do this, let H and Y ---_0owhile_holding constant the distance from
plate B to the fibre,
h = H - Y (4-35.)
= H(I - a) (4-36)
h
1 --- (4-37)
H
Thus, with V A = 0, as 11 _ _, a _ 1, t - a and
1 - r_ Z _ 0, 5 _ 1, 5"-----_ 1, and
2 h2
H(I - _ ) : 2h --- (4-38)
H
---_2h
Thus
2h
H -" _o In -- plate
r
o
By comparison, the exact solution for one plate only is
(Reference 8),
C .._
x
2 ,:eL
cosh- 1 I_o/
Z_(L
In
--h [I * _/1 - (rl-_-) 23
r o
exact,_
one ]
plate /
(4-39)
(4-40)
(4-41)
4-16
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The term in brackets, for ro<< h is approximately Z, is in
Equation 4-39. Even for h/r o as small as 2, Equation 4-39 gives a
value for C which is only 5_0 lower than the exact solution_ This is
surprisingly good, especially considering the fact that this is the
worst case fron_ the standpoint of cancellation of errors, as discussed
before Equation 4-23. We obtain the force, as plate A moves to co,
by letting I-{_ _0. Then,
G
%V
and
1 1
H(I - a2) ---'- 2h
aC
l w 2.
F - v (4-42)
ZH 3 _ s
n(Lzh VB)2 /one
'nh (Vf \plate/
compared to the exact value, _obtained fr om Equation 4-40,
(4-43)
exact
one plate/
Here, for h = 3r o the approximation is 9 percent low (about
4-1/g percent at h =.4r o, and iZ percent at h = gro). It is felt that
the approximations made in the solution are shown up especially
strongly in this highly unbalanced case, so that the errors under other
circumstances may well be bounded by these values, in which case
the solution, as summarized in Figure 4-8, is believed to be valid for
H/r o as low as 4, that is, the fibre diameter as large as 1/4 oi the
entire plate-to-plate gap (more or less depending on accuracy
required).
4-17
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I 4. 4 PLOTS EOR (H/r o) = 10
The capacity and force, for a fibre between two plates, are
I plotted vs o in Figures 4-9 and 4-10 for H/r o = I0 and (force curve
only) for V s from r V ° to -Vp. The curves are more or less self- Z
explanator}. The ordinate units are picofarads/inch and pounds/volt .
I The two-plate capacity equation reaches about /_f/inch at
o = 0.9. At this point the electrodes _ouch and the capacity actually
I approaches _. For o between 0. 7 and 0.9 the single-plate exact
solution is a uet.ter approximation for the two-plate capacity. The
correct value tends to follow d_e upper ot the two curves with some
I sn_o_,thing around o : 0. 7, where they cross.
Expressing the force curves in ter_ns of the difference voltages
I Vp and V s reduces the parameters needed for the plot to one, Vs/V p.
The 'exact force for no left plate" (A), by com'parison to the V s = 0Vp
curve, shows the effect ,of the presence _)r absence of plate A, when
I it is at fibre voltage. For a" > 0. 7 these two curves cross, showing that
the two-plate solution is beyond its range of accuracy. At these values
of a (between about 0. 7 and 0.9) the exact single-plate solution is th'e
I better approximation.
4. 5 SPECL_L CASE, STRING CENTERED
I 4. 5. 1 R.educed Equation
I A special case of interest is the force on the string when the
string is centered, that is, when a = Y/H = 0. Considerable simplifi-
cation is l)ussibtc in this case. To begin with, O Cw/0 a becomes
I zero, as is expected from symmetry. The force then reduces to
(4-45)
where
Cwo = Cwl
I c_ 7zo L
I In rt-_ t 0.14130 (4-46,
0 \
I
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Figure 4-9. Capacity Between Cylinder and One or Two
Plates, for Ratio H/r = i0
O
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LBS
2
VOLT
Vs =l. OVp [
V = 0. gV
s p.
P
V : OV
s p
V =-1. OV
s p
V = V B V Bp - V A
Vs = Vf - V A
H
--= I0
r
o
V s = 0, EXACT VALUE
FOR NO LEFT PLATE
V : 0.75 V
s p
V : 0. SV
s p
I
I
I
I
-I.0
Figure 4-10.
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2_ e L (4-47)
C =
wo In {1.273 H/r }
o
A useful form may be obtained by substituting for v s and Vp in
Equation 4-45. With some manipulation, the following somewhat
surprising result is obtained.
C [ B) 2 VA)2 ]
F - 4HW° (Vf - V - (Vf - (4-48)
This equation has the same form as the expression for the
difference between the forces {Figure 4-II) to each plate individually,
each in the absence of the other plate, that is i/* in Figure 4-IZ.
From Equations 4-44 or 4-41, we may obtain the exact solutions for
F 1 and F 2 (Figure 4-12),
= K _" VA)2 L/HF 1 (Vf -
F 2 = K* (Vf - VB )2 L/H
{4-49)
where
K _
The difference, F Z
!
Z
Tr E
J1 2\ 1] 2 (4-501
In 1+ -
having the same form as F, can beF1,
plotted in Figure 4-12 to the same ordinate as F,
Forc /I[(Vf VB )2 (Vf VA )2 ] L I
the symbols K':"and F ;_ being used for this ratio. Units are lbs/volt.
C%v O 7r £
F$- =----_ =
4L
ir£
--= 3.13
l
I. 273H
Z In
r
o
\- 12 lb / volt 2
(4-51)
ir
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\
v A
Vf
(a) (b) (e)
\
v B
\
\
Figure 4-11. Force Between Fibre (or Cylinder) and Single
Plates (a and c) and on Fibre With Two Plates
Figure 4-12 is useful in obtaining numerical values for F and
F Z. 7% comparison of E against (F Z - FI), or equivalently F* against
K*, shows the error which would be made if the force on a wire between
two plates were approximated by the difference in the forces to each
plate individually. For H/r o from 5 to I0, the error is relatively
sma[l. For high values of H/r o the difference increases and is more
easily seen in the ratio i,lot, Figure 4-1Z,
C
\V 0
F - F 4I-IK
Z 1
(4-5a)
The force on the fibre may be expressed as the field at the fibre
times the charge on tile fibre. As ro/H decreases far below unity, the
force on a Iibre between two plates decreases mainly because of the
reduced charge on the fibre, while the force between a fibre and a
single plate decreases because of both the reduced charge and the
reduced self-field oI the fibre.
On the other hand, as the diameter of the fibre approaches tli lt
of the gap (r o ----- }t), it seems clear tt_at all significant effects between
4-22
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F Z
F=F*
-F
I
F 1
F z
[cv, v/cv, v.)_]_
= K* (Vf- - (vf-
: K* (V[ - _rA)L L/H
= K • (V i - VB)L L/H
RATIO, E/(F 2 -F I) [AI-_O,
THE INCREASE H'4 BOTH
FORCE AND INCREMENTAL
FORCE OBTAINED BY THF
OF A SECOND PLATE
AT OPTIMUM VOLTAGE-
SEE EQUATIONS (4-5_)
AND (4-60). ]
ASSUM.ED
CORRECT
CU_,VES
I I I I lit) I 1 i _ , l2 4 5 8 L0 40 50 80100 200
H/r
o
Figure 4-12. Forces in Figure 4-II, F, (F Z - F l) and Their Ratio
the cylinder and the plates will be concentrated in the areas where they
are nearly touching. As a result, interaction of the effects on the
individual sides will approach zero as r o _ H, and we would therefore
expect to have F _ F g - F I. It is in this area ol H/r o (below about
3 to 5) that the assumptions originally made in Paragraph 4. 2, approxi-
mating distances to the image line charges, became invalid. The
dashed lines, Figure 4-12, indicate approximately the correct curves
for F and F/(F 2 - Fl) at low values for H/r o.
_These are tower values of Hlr
of this analysis.
than were of interest in the objective
O
4-Z3
4.5.2 Maximum _or ce
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A practical question which might be asked is, "If the voltage of
the cylinder and one plate are fixed, what is the voltage on the other
plate which will give maximum force?" The form obtdined in
Equation 4-48 is useful here, because if Vf and V B, for example, are
fixed, it is clear enough that maximum force is obtained when
_" V_,VA t
On the other hand, we may ask, "If the voltage on the two plates
are fixed, what fibre voltage will give maximum force?" Here it is
easier to use Equation 4-45. Vp = V B - V A is fixed. Then v s = V s -
1/2 Vp = Vf - 1/2 (V A .* VB). Thus, force is zero when the fibre
voltage equals the average of the plate voltages (no charge) and
increases linearly above and below that point, giving no "optimum. '_
4. 5. 3 Increase of /force Due to Second Plate
Having established that, for given potentials on one plate and the
fibre, maximum torce is obtained with the other plate at iibre potential,
we now ask, "How much is the force increased by using this extra
plate at fibre potential, over having just the fibre and one plate?"
Figure 4-12 gives this directly; for
v a = v, = 0(F 1 = 0),
]2" _2_
F 2 - F 1 F 2
is the ratio of the force on the fibre when it is between a pair of plates
with one plate at fibre potential (optimum), to the force between the
fibre and a single plate. XYe see that for H/r o of 15 to 20 the force
increase obtained by the second plate is a factor of x 2, while the
increase is x 2. 5 for H/r between 40 and 50.
O
4. 5.4 Maximum "Drive"-- Minimum Pickup
In certain sinusoidal drive applications, the steady "d-c" force
is not significant, but only the "a-c" component, at the desired drive
frequency. In this case, a d-c voltage component, called the d-c
"bias" voltage, is applied to the electrodes, while incremental voltage
changes, called the a-c "drive'_ voltages, are added (usually through
capacitative coupling). It may then be desirable to reduce stray
4-Z4
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coupling of this drive voltage to other circuits; in this case, it is
desirable to maximize dF for given voltage changes. Defining
V = V A - Vf (4-53)
a
Vb= V B - Vf (4-54)
the basic force equation with the string centered (a = 0) becomes from
Equation 4-48
Then
OF OF
dF - dV + _ dV b (4- 56)
OVa a OV b
C
dF- 2HW° [ V dV - V dV]b b a a (4-57)
There are two cases of particular interest. The first is when
one plate only is driving, that is with, say, dV a = 0. This may be
required, for example if the other plate is being used as a pickoff
(sensor). The second case is dV a = -dVb; here, with both plates driving,
opposite polarity of the "a-c _' driving voltage is chosen to reduce stray
pickup-producing electrostatic fields.
One Plate Driving.
For dV : 0,
a
C
VVO
dF - V dV (4-58)
2H b b
Thus, to maximize dF for a given drive voltage, dV b, it is
desirable to have the d-c bias, V b, as large as practical. It is inter-
esting that, although the "d-c" force, F, depends on both V a and V b,
dF, in this case, is independent of V a, the d-c bias on plate A. Thus,
4-25
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for a given V b and dV b, the bias, V a, may be chosen equal to V b,
as to k_ep the bias iorce F b = 0, while not affecting dF/dV b.
Likewise, in this case (dV a = 0),
from Equation 4-50
80
if the plate A were not present,
dF 2 :: 2K V b dV b (4-59)
I
I
I
i
I
!
I
I
I
and, using Equation 4- 58
C
dF w o
dF Z 4tlK
(4-60)
which, referring to Equation 4-52 is the "Ratio" plot of Figure 4-12.
Thus we have the seeming anomoly thaf while the iixed potential of
plate A does not alfect the\value of incremental force, its presence
does.
Both Plates Driving and dV a = -dV b. Opposing voltage changes
are selected to minimize electrical ':stray" pickup and also because
this permits the two force components in Equation 4-57 to add directly.
This gives
C
dF] _ wo * V ) dV b (4-61)
dV : -dV 2H (Vb a/ a b
In this case, dE is maximized, for a given dV b = -dV a, by
maximizing the sum (V b * Va}, in which case we would likely choose
V a = V b and iJicK as large a d-c vatue as practical.
I
I
I
I
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I 5. IV ()DESTR
I
I A parametrically-driven vibrating string,
mode, as in Figure 5-I, has characteristics wit
directly, by applying, t(, one (or each)loop of t]
I the single-mode results as given in Reference 1.
To accomplish this, the syPnbols_, Xo, Xd,
I 17 used in Reference 1, are first replaced with1,
primed, _', Xo' , Xd' , _:', _Oo', u' , T' and 17I'
Reference I, The primes indicate that the symb,)
I of the string, Figure 5-I, and thus differentiate 11
the unprimed symbols which are used here to apF
(For first-mode operation, this one loop is, of c,)
I entire string. ) This set of equations, for equilibl
with the primes added, thus applies to any one Ioc
To obtain the expressions for multiloop operation,
I only to relate t,_e s e loop parameters to the entire -
I
and, using these relations, eliminate the loop par_
equations.!
|
" LOOP!
GENERALNTH MODE ST ING EQUATIONS
operating in the n th
s aracteristics hich can be deduced,
o e or ach) loop he rnulti-mode operation,
_, ¢o o, u_ T, and
are first replaced with the same symbols
in the equations in
imes ndicate hat he ym ols apply to one loop
and thus differentiate these symbols from
he primed ym ols ch re ed re o ply to the entire string.
f ourse, identical to the
This set of equations, for equilibrium, self-start, etc,
hus plies o y e loop of the entire string.
it is thus necessary
nly late h se op arameters e ntire-string parameters,
iiminate he" oop rameters from the
•_ x = nx dd
Figure 5-1. Vibrating String,
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To begin, the length of one loop, _',
the entire string by
is related to the length of
(5-1)
i
and the initial elongation and the end drive amplitude must be the sum
of the initial elongation and drive amplitude for all loops,
X : nX
o o
(5-z)
X d : nX d (5-3)
Here we assume that the added axial motion of loops near the drive
does not significantly affect string operation, lust as axial motion was
neglected in the basic derivation, on the basis that longitudinal natural
frequency is much greater than lateral natural frequencies. Nutmerous
values remain the same, including
YI : maximum lateral deflection at string antinode (5-4)
O)
P
E
: driven string trequency, or half the end-drive
frequency
: string nlass density
= Young's modulus of string material
X
¢ d
IX
0
(5-5)
(5-6)
(5-7)
hE[ '
d
0
: _' dimensionless string drive (5-8)
The frequency, 690, will now represent the lowest natural fre-
quency of tiac entire length,_n, and is thus given by
09
0
1
rr (Xo E/ _-:7 \ ;_-
5-2
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(X ' E )_"
/i" o
!
o.)
I on (5-9)
1
That is, the frequency of the lowest mode is -- times the frequency of
n
any of n loops. Then the dimensionless frequency parameter becomes
oJ f
u - - (5-10)
co f
O o
= nu'
I
I
I
The string-amplitude nondimensionalizing factor, T',
become a parameter in terms of the entiTe string of length,
entire string elongation, X o. We choose the definition
i,
ti,_.
will now
, and the
|
I
I
I
I
z
=_" ---7
= nT' (5-11)
This choice is desirable because, then, for first-mode operation (n = I),
T reduces to the previous definition. The dimensionless amplitude now
becomes
Y
. __I (5-1a)771- T
r/I'
n
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Using these changes, the various conditions given in Reference I
can now be converted to the conditions for n th mode operation in terms
of entire-string parameters.
Tile equilibrium condition
0 ,2 2
1 =_' +u' - I (5-13)
become s
Z
_- 2 u
01 = _+--Z l (5-14)
n
In terms of the drive a:nplitude and frequency,
self-start,
2
/:' > l-u' for u '2 < I
the conditions for
become
9
_! > u' _-I for u '2 > i (5-15)
I
2
u ,2 2
_: > I- --_- for u < n
n
u 2 2
- 1 for u >n (5-16)
n
The 'critical" condition (for no anisoelastic bias, no third har-
monic, for constant tension and for linear operation), from Reference i,
'_ =-(u _- - 1)
rll 2
or4"'
1 Z
= -T(_t' - 1) (5-17)
2
or 7?1 ' : 3 _:'
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be co vrle s
Z Z
n 37
1
or
3 u
=_ --2 "1
n(2)1 u-- -- 12 Z
n
(5-18)
g Z
or n 771 : 3s#
The condition for no "drop-out" (i.e., oscillations continue if
already started),
Z l
711 > 0 for u' < I
Z
_' >0 for u' > 0 (5-19)
become_ simply
2. )
_7 >0 for u_ < n
I
£
> 0 fOr u > n (5-2-0)
These values are now plotted in Figure 5-2 along with the
pertinent equations and definitions of terms.
To consider which mode of vibration the string will break into,
when sufficient drive level for self-start is attained, we note, in
-)
Figure 5-2 (plots and equations) that, for exarnple, if u" = I. I,
the first n_ode will start at a drive amplitude of _ >0. I, while it
would have t ' a . .a,_en drive of E >0.775 to start the second mode. On
)
the other hand, at u _ -- Z, the first mode will not start until _ >2,
while the second mode will start for _ >0. 5. There is thus a frequency
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above which the string will first break into oscillation at the next higher
l_ode, and below which, oscillation will commence in the next lower
mode.
For the general case, between the n th and the (n + I)st mode
that is for n 2 < u 2 < (n + I)2
, we can use Equation 5-16 and state
that the (n + l)st mode will start before the n th mode if
2
> I u (5-21)
(n + I)2
before
2
u
_>-T
n
(5-22)
that is, if
2 2
u u
i < i (5-z3)
)2 2(n+l n
2 2
u > (5 -24)
1 1
+
2
n (n + I)2
For n = I, the dividing frequency ratio between the first and
second mode startlng Is 1ound to be u = 8/9. This value of u 2 is
indicated in the plot, Figure 5-2. At this frequency ratio, first
and second mode both require _ > 0.6, to obtain self-start. (We
note, however, that near u P` = 8/5, the amplitude of the first mode,
2
immediately after self-start is _71 = 1.2, a large value, while the
2
second mode starts at I?i essentially zero. Therefore, in practice,
2
it is expected that it would be necessary-to have u appreciably
5-7
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greater than 8/5 before the second mode would be clearly seen to be
starting first. This is to say that it is not expected that the transition,
between first and second mode at u 2 -: 8/5, will be very sharp. Inter-
action between two modes existing simultaneously, and the effect of
vibration in one mode on the possibility of another mode starting,
have not been studied. )
In practice, dealing with a particular instrument, (>perating in
the mode for which it was designed, one tends to think only in terms
of the /requency of that mode. Hence it is convenient to define that
frequency as fn, as is done in Section 6, from Equations 6-16 to
6-20. As discussed there, we then use u n = u/n, in more convenient
association with experimental results.
Equation 5-2 is self-contained, with nth-mode equations and
term definitions, as well as first and second mode plots, so is
generally n_ore convenient for reference than the individual equations
in the above development.
\
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6.1
6. DETERMINATION OF DETAILED MODEL FOR
STAR GYROTORQUING
INT R ODUC TION
In this section, the results of the previous three sections are
applied in order to obtain the overall torquing response. The major
result is expressed in Equation 6-15, with supplementary expressions,
Equations 6-4, 6-Zl, and term definitions following Equation 6-21.
In obtaining this, additional analysis is done. including the
effect of non-.ideal plate geometry, and the effect of platform servo error.
In addition a calculation of the theoretical value for string-amplitude
pickoff sensitivity is made, using the results of Section 4.
Finally, the torquing sensitivity expression is expanded by partial
differentiation to obtain a set of individual error terms. After
presenting a partially specialized form of this equation, the terms of
this set which are directly temperature sensitive are combined into
a temperature-sensitive term. A typical error budget is presented and
the nature of the errors is discussed.
FLAT PLATES
(STRING
REFERENCE)
CURVED i_ LATES
(PICKOFF AND
TORQUING)
)V A
V V -V =V + v
b B _ o d
i
I
i
Figure 6- 1. Electrostatic Plate Geometry. String is Vibrating In
Second Mode in a Vertical Plane.
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6. Z DEVELOPMENT
6.2.1 Combined Torquing Expressions
The fundamental torquing equation, from Section 3, is
Ic Od ] at (3-31)A_b = K os Or - --kncos 0r + _-k-_(sin, 2Od)C°s(O" r + 2Os
repeated
where
2k rrF S
K : o n (3-32)
2
Pa co _Y, repeated
ltz
f nrt (x +-_) dx (3-14)S : S(x) sin T
_ repeatedr_ £/2
S(x) is the space distribution function in the expression for force per
unit length, FoS(x)T(ti), Equation 3-8. (S(x) and the time distribution
function T(t I) are both unity at their maximum values.) Referring to
Figure 6. 1,
f
1 ---'1 <x <-/c
' Z e
S(x) = (6-:)
0, elsewhe:e
We are currently interested in the case of the string operating in
the second mode (n:Z). In this case, integration gives
c l e
S 2 : -- cos -, --cos --
" l 2 l
(6 -2)
To express the force in terms of instrument geometry and applied
voltages, we use Equations 4-48 and 4-47, combined, for the force on a
string centered between infinite parallel plates, Figure 4-11(b),
F : F':-'_- Vb - va (6-3)
6-2
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where
V b :- V B Vf
Va = V A - Vf
?rE
F :'_ =
2 In {I.g73_-)
O
(6-4)
F::: is a quantity which may be obtained from the plots in Figure 4-12.
Because normal stringvibration is parallel to the plates, the
use of the equations for the string centered is correct. The effect of
the plates being curved and finite (Figure b-l), rather than flat and
infinite will be treated below (Paragraph 6. 2. 2). For the moment
we may think of H _ R.
in Paragraph 3. 3.4, the conditions for obtaining nnaximum
"drive" (the change in force resulting from voltage change), while
preserving minimum stray "pickup" between torquing and low-level
circuits, are considered. As discovered there, the preferred
arrangement is to have the same "a-c" drive voltage, Vd, added and
subtracted from identical bias voltages, Vo, on the two plates.
Thus
V b = Vo + Vd
a o d
Balanced
drive {6-5}
which can be conveniently mechanized with the string grounded(Vf--0;
in current instruments the string is internally grounded). However, in
tests currently being conducted, only two pairs of plates are available
and it is necessary to use one plate of the pair parallel to the string
plane for the string-angle pickoff. For this reason, only one plate
parallel to the string plane is available for torquing. The voltages on
these plates is therefore
V b : VBo
V --
a VAo
+ v d
One -[;late
drive ( 6 - 6)
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Substituting this in Equation 6-3, letting VBo = Vo, and, dropping the
"d-c" terms, which have been shown previously to have no effect on
torquing, we obtain "driving" force as
]A F = F _- 2VoV d + Vd2 (6-7)
(Had we used the driving voltages invEquation 6-5 rather than those
of Equation 6-6, the drive would have simply been doubled, so there
is no important loss in generality. )
This driving force, divided by the length, L, and multiplied by
the space distribution function, S(x), is the net force per unit length of
Equation 3-8,
AF
E S(x) _- FoS(X)r(ti) (6-8)
This gives an expression for the forcing time function in terms of the
applied voltages and geometry
AF
F T( ) - (6-9)
o tI- L
or
F F* [ZVoVd + Z] (6-I0)o T(tl) - H Vd
If the drive voltage is now given a sinusoidal form as in Figure 3-4,
then Equation 3-14 may be integrated to" obtain the response. Upon
doing this, it is discovered that the vdZ term leads only to harmonies,
which have no known effect on torquing. Hence, to shorten the
derivation here, it is most convenient to neglect this term which
produces only harmonies. This enables us to utilize the solution
already obtained in Equations 3-31 and 3-32, repeated above. The
drive voltage is now given the same time functions as the force, T(tl),
depicted in Figure 3-4.
6-4
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v d = V T T(t I) (6-11)
l_ c°s(catI - @r),
= /t
Vd VT _r. @ + @ + @d < na_tI<2krt-'_2 r sa
0,
elsewhere '
Then, combining Equations 6-10 and 6-11,
harmonic-producing Vd" term, as just stated,
F
O
2F* VoV d
H T(tl)
+0 +O
r sa
neglecting the
- 0 d
(6-12)
(6-13)
2F::: VoVT
F =
o H
(6-14)
Combining Equations 3-31, 3-32, 6-2, and 6-14, we have
kF::-'VoV T cos T __ cos
cos O
2 paf2 HY,
Od
-- cos O
_r r l ]_ --Z_-r¢sin 20r cos (Or + 2Osa)
X [ °]K1 G _.,. p
O "'"
for string in second
mode (n=Z)
(6-15)
The factor Kp is an added term, used to account for the difference
between the finite-width flat or curved plates actually used, and the
infinite flat plates assumed in the solution (see Paragraph 6. 2. 2).
The factor involving D/Gor;:: comes from Equation 6-31 developed in
Paragraph 6. 2. 3. It represents the effect of the gyro "error" signal
which is required by the platform servo. This gyro torquing error
is inversly proportional to the platform servo gain G o , and is propor-
tional to the damping D, _,n the platforn_, and t_ l/r_,,:, an inherent
STAR gyro characteristic, discussed in ctetail in Reference 1.
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The factor F'-:-',a function of H/r o, may be obtained directly from
the plot, Figure 4-1Z, or from Equation 6-4.
The torquing scale factor expression, in the form of Equation 6-15
is especially useful when the torquing-voltage amplitude, V T, is being
slaved to the measured string amplitude, because the relation between
V T and Yl is then obtained directly from this control system.
To obtain, theoretically, the absolute value of the torquing
scale factor, it is desirable not to use the theoretical sensitivity of the
capacity pickoff to measure YI, directly, because a large proportion
of any theoretical errors which would make Y1, appear, say, large,
would carry over to the capacity torquing theory and cause the
sensitivity F ::_also to appear large. Such errors thus would not be
revealed in A_, Equation 6-15, because these two effects would
cancel. To measure Y1 therefore, we prefer to use the basic string
theory, as modified here in Section 5 for n th mode operation. Using
Equations 5-12, 5-II and 5-18,
Y1 = T/IT
1/2
(6-16)
The natural frequency, oJ o' here is the first-mode natural, and u
is drive-frequency-to-first-mode-natural-frequency ratio. When
dealing with higher-mode operation, it is n_ore convenient to talk in
terms of the natural frequency o'f that mode, which is the quantity
normally measured experimentally. The n th :node low-az_plitude
natural frequency is
(u
n
- f = nf
2r/ n o
n(_J
o
2. tr
(6-17)
and the frequency ratio, in terms of f ore) , is
on on
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t%
11
f faJ
f
n n
(6-18)
U
n nf
o
(6-19)
u
u :-- (6-zo)
n n
This frequency ratio, u n, is a nun_ber near unity and corresponds to
the ratio which is familiar in experimental parlance. Equation 6-16
can then take on the more convenient form
Y
1 4\/-Zfn_2(_)l/Z(u Z Un2 -1)
n
l/a
(6-z])
Equations 6-15, 6-2, and 6-Z1, thus give the total scale factor
in rather convenient form. Term definitions are now repeated for
convenience. Units are of any consistant set.
a_ = "torqued" or precessed angle (radians) per pulse (sine-
wave pulse, electrostatic on one plate) - second mode
k -- number of full sine waves per pulse (1 in current
experiment)
K
P
= plate geometry factor -- see Paragraph 6. g. g
= dielectric constant = 0.0885 pf/cm = I. 99\ -12 1 b£/volt 2
H = the half-gap between electrostatic plates
r = fibre radius
o
V
O
V T
0
a
= torquing bias voltage
= voltage amplitude (peak) of torquing sine pulse
• : mass density of string material
2
= string cross section area = rrr
o
t = frequency at which string is vibrating (second mode)
6-7
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1
,_e, _c
@r' @d' 0 =sa
string amplitude of vibration (peak at anti-node).
= total length of string.
= electrostatic-plate dimensions (see Figure 6-1)
torquing pulse phase errors (Figure 3-4)
£
on
th
= nf = low-an_plitude natural frequency in n
o
mode
I
I
I
I
!
I
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n = mode numbei" = Z
m _%
Z
u
n
r <:
Young's modulus of fibre material
"u-squared ratio" =(___)2 ratio of driven
frequency to lox_-amplitude natural frequency squared
STAR gyro time constant expressing the anisoelastic
drift effect.
G /D
o
= platform servo "velocity-error coefficient"
The three foregoing boxed equations are convenient for obtaining
such information as the absolute value of the torquing scale factor, and
changes when the electronics are built to maintain V T proportional to YI"
For direct temperature effects, for example, it is convenient to combine
these, along with an expression for fn from Equations 6-19, and 5-9
f = nf
n o
l/Z
(6-zz)
and f, the vibrating frequency,
having the frequency
which is controlled by the resonant drive,
(6-23)
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where
rl
= dimensionless constant depending on the shape of the
resonator
E d
h
d
= Young's modulus of drive resonator
= thickness of drive resonator
vd = Poisson's ratio of drive resonator
= drive resonator mass density
= drive resonator characteristic length (diameter of a disk)
6. 2.2 Effect of Plate Width and Curvature
The electrostatic torquing solutions presented up to here have
been for flat, infinite plates. This is a good approximation for the
plates actually used. However, the results can be refined a bit by the
method of free-hand graphing of Laplace's equation.
First, we note that the force, although obtained above by differen-
tiation of the energy expressions(Equation 4-21), can also be expressed
as the charge on the fibre, multiplied by the electrostatic field at the
fibre. For the string centered (_=o), the force (Equation 4-.ig), may be
written as
I VA + V B ] VA - V BF = C Vf (6-24)wo 2 2H
From Equations 4-16 and 4-2 we see that the charge on the string is
(for _L=o)
I,
1
Qf m Q C V "C VS Z W p W S
(6-25)
VA+V B ]C Vf-wo 2
(6 -26)
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and (V A - VB)/2}{ is clearly the gradient due to the plates at the fibre.
Thus the force on the string is given by charge times gradient,, the
familiar expression for force on a particle with a small charge. The
somewhat surprising point here is that the expression is not restricted
to small charges as it is in the genera! case (for example, even for
the parallel wire and two plates, considered here, if the wire is not
centered, the force is no longer proportional to charge times field,
except at small charge). We note that the linearity of force vs voltage
is a concomitant of force being proportional to charge times field.
To make these free-hand sketches to conform approximately to
/_aplace's field equation, it is necessary to make and modify the
sketches until all areas enclosed by the flux and potential lines are
approximate]y square, and boundry conditions are satisfied. In
Figure 6-2(a), this has been done for a pair of finite flat plates of the
proportions used in the tests made here. It is estin_ated from this
plot that the field at the center is about 0. 9 of the average uniform
field for infinite flat plates. -':"
Figure 6-2(c) shows this field for curved plates, as used. Here
it is estimated that the field at the center is (6. 3/5) or I. 26 x the
average uniform field over that diameter.
Capacity, wire to plate, may be obtained as follows.
area
C = _ (6-Z7)
gap
= _ L (number of m_aDs_ between flux lines) (6 -28)
(number of gaps between potential lines)
However, the difference here is too small to be indicated by these plots.
In this case, for example, Figure 6-2(b) gives a higher value for C
by 10 percent than Equation 4-47 for H/r o = 8, indicating that they are
the same within the accuracy of the plot. For smaller radii, the shape
of the outer electrode has even less effect. For R/r o = H/r o = I00, for
example, the exact solution for the capacity of two concentric cylinders,
Ztr_L/In (R/ro), gives a value only 5 percent higher than Equation 4-47
for infinite parallel plates, with the half-gap H equal to the outer radius
R. (As R/r o _ H/ro--_ r. , the ratio of the two capacities-_l.0.) It is
reasonable to consider that the gap in the cylinder (Figure 6-Z(c))offsets
this 5 percent and to call the two capacities the same.
*,Reproductions deviate slightly from original sketch, making scaling
more difficult.
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FINITE FLAT PLATES.
PLATE-TO-PLATE FIELD
FINITE FLAT PLATES
FIELD FROM WIRE TO
BOTH PLATES
CUP_VED PLATES
PLATE-TO-PLATE FIELD
Figure 6-2. !tree-Hand Plots of Fields.
(Field Shown in _'irst Ouadiants Only)
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Thus we can approximate that the curved plates will have forces
and torquing rates larger than those given by the equations for infinite
parallel plates by a factor of
K = 1.26 (6-29)
p curved
and that the finite flat plates will have torquing rates related to those
of the infinite parallel-plate solution by the factor
K _ 0.9 (6-30)
p flat
6. 2. 3 Platform Servo-Error Effect
This error is not so n_uch a torquing error per se, but more a
gyro error, resulting from gyro and platform characteristic response
to torquing. A platform controlled by a vibrating-string STAR gyro
has a response as shown in the servo block diagram of Figure 6-3.
INVERSE OF
STAR TIME
CONSTANT
TORQUER
SENSITIVITY
TORQUING__.SIGNAL
_p
STAR PICKOFF
SENSITIVITY,
SERVO GAIN,
COMPENSATION,
AND PLATFORM
TORQUER [
SENSIT1 _I rY/'
[:__ o.,-1. AT "O MCHARACTERISTIC
_s = STRING-PLANE ANGLE
@T = RATE AT WHICH STRING PLANE IS BEING TORQUED
@A = DIFFERENCE ANGLE, BETWEEN STRING PLANE AND PLATFORM
Figure 6-3. Vibrating String (STAR) Gyro
and Platform Response to Torquing
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The STAR time constant effect is a result of anisoelastic bias,
described in detail in Reference I. As a result of this effect, the
string plane precesses at a rate of ([/r s) arc sec/sec for each arc sec
the string plane deviates from critical. The torquing response may, by
standard techniques, be obtained (in terms of the Eaplace s) from
Figure 6-3.
Is z Ds)r ,:-- G(s)
Ds + KG(s} r ;'..-*. Is • D I , Ds
(6-29)
To obtain the error during steady-state torquing, we let s --_ 0. The
STAR gyro pickoff sensitivity is a constant, independent of frequency,
from dc to all frequencies of interest, and the servo and
servo torquer gain norlnally approaches a constant value at zero
frequency; hence, letting G(0) : G o , we may write
- (6 -30)
1
D
steady 1 + G r
state o ":
D ] {6-31)l G r
O %"
for small D
--, _s is necessary for reasonable response. The term,
G r
D
is the fractional change in torquing scale factor due to servo
G r,'
O *'"
response to gyro torquing. Go/D, known as the "velocity-error
constant" of the servo, must be kept large, consistant with the n_inimum
expected value of r :...,and the required system accuracy.
This ratio of torquing rate with finite servo gain to what the torqued
rate would have bee_ ,.vithan ideal, infinitely stiff servo (Equation 6-31)
has been added as a multiplier to the total torquing expression,
Equation 6-15. Any effect of the difference between the servo error for
steady-state torquir.g, and the servo error for a single pulse has not been
computed, only the steady-state value being used here.
6-13
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b. 2.4 String Amplitude Pickoff Sensitivity
When the torquing pulse amplitude is controlled by the measured
string amplitude, the sensitivity of this pickoff becomes an important
factor. The capacity solutions in Section 3 make it possible to
calculate the string-amplitude pickoff sensitivity on a direct theoretical
basis. Figure 6-4 shows the pickoff circuit used. The use of a trans-
former allows an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio _o be gained
by tuning the primary of the transforn_er to the string frequency.
v +Av
_ i --------,._-
+_C
L, R_
I '-y vt
Q -_Q
. v-,_v
Figure 6-4. String Amplitude Pick-off Circuit
It is assumed here that the capacities CC include these tuning capacitors.
Although the excitation in this circuit is actually parametric, the
attendent difficulties can be avoided by dealing only with small pertur-
bations of the values. We assume symmetry so that A C, _% V, A q, and
i are negative images in the bottom half of the circuit. Then taking the
total primary inductance to be L (end to end), we have
di
2AV : L-_- * iR (6-3Z)
6-14
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The charge on each capacitor is q ± A q, and the change ih charge is
Aq = C,_V - VAC (6-33)
for values sufficiently small that the 5VAC term may be neglected.
The charge and current are related by
d
i = d---t-_q (6-34)
Then combining,
i =
2 %V
Ls*R
and using the Laplace s,
-CsAV - VsAC
Cs AV - Vs A C
(6-35)
(6-36)
from which
AV
V
s(Ls + R)
X
LCs * CRs + Z
AC (6-37)
Defining
2
_o
r
Q
r
1
L(C/Z)
L(o
1 r
R(C/Z)_ R
(6-38)
(6-39)
we have
s r
S -
AV o., O ,_,c.r r r _v
V 2 C
S S
, 1
Z Q¢o r r
r
(6-40)
When the circuit is tuned for resonance, s -,.-j¢o and
r
Av AC
V r C
(6 -4 l)
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or the mag'aitude is
I-_- - Or -- (6-43)
and lags by 90 degrees, showing that the voltage signal, at resonance,
is in phase with string velocity.
From Figure 4-4 and Equation 4-47 we see that the change in
capacity (using the expression for the string centered, a good
approximation) is
_C
,lC
W
(6 -44)
d(AC) rr_ y
dx H)Hln (1. 273-)---
O
(6-45)
Integrating over the length of the plates,
obtain
AC rr{Y1 fZ= sin
H1n(_.:_----_ )
r fc0
as depicted in Figure 6. 1, we
L
dx (6 -46)
AC
"_¢YI [ 1 2 n_e 1 2/'rl_c ]
= H ln(|. 273 rH ) V COS _ +V cOs
0
(6 -47)
The capacity C is not Cw , but as stated, the total capacity in the
circuit including that used to tune the transformer.
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6.3 TORQUING ERRORS
Writing an expression for explicit error terms is somewhat
trivial now that detailed theoretical expressions have been obtained
for torquing scale factor in Equations such as 6-15, 6-4, 6-2-I, 6-23,
and 6-31. Having these explicit expressions, the worst-case error
expression is simply
d (A_) \_ _(_L_)_ dai (6-48)
Acb - z- _a A_
i 1
This may now be worked out, but it is to be emphasized that in
a particular case, the information desired may be rnore easily
obtained by referring directly to the expressions in Paragraph 6.2.
For example, let us suppose that the torquing voltage is being
set by an electronic gain, V T = GTY1, and that we wish the errors due
to tile tern_s in Equation 6-15, using Equation 4-51, nan_eiy
GT : (VT/Y1), pa = _ (the fibre mass, m, is constant), V o, H, r o, f,
fc' _e' 8r' 0d' and 0s a. Differentiating with Equations 6-48, 6-15
and 4-51 (for small O's),
g
g
I
I
I
I
I
I
"d(A_5) dG T dV o d_ 2df
v ! fAq_ G T +
O
c ___&
- an -
f il;c
I. 273H
in
r
o
20 d O )sa dOkn- r
ir
2(2 l- k-Z= 0d + 0 0sa r
,-0(oQk w d r sa
t 2rr,_ _ d_
an ..---.--_ ] -.--._
/ge
dr
1 o
1. 273H
In
r
o
r
o
d0a
)
{6 -49)
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The last term comes from Equation 6-31, which was derived for a
string of pulses (steady state). Any difference which might occur
between a string of pulses and _n individual pulse has not been
investigated.
If it is assumed that the O'.s are nominally zero, then the dO"_
may be replaced by the values of O, and the last three terms above
i 1
should be
replaced by (-_fl- 1), from Equation 3-34, which is
(@d @ @d@ _ l@d 3)
1_ 2 Z @ + ,+
2 r krr sa r sa 3
In any case, we see that, because of the optimum choice for nominal
values of the 0:s, the sensitivity to change of these phase angles is
not great. The reference phase, 0 r , is the most important. If
all phases change from 0 degree to I degree the contribution of the
expression above is
- (1.5 + 0,05 + 0.05 + 0.02)/i04 (for k = I)
showing that @ is normally dominant.
r
For values applicable to the present instrument under test, we
may evaluate some of the coeffecients.
= 1.74 in
LC = O. 188 (6-50)
= 0. 120
c
H/ r = 115
o
r., changes from _ to r.'
O's = deviations from zero
I
I
!
!
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These give the fractional change in scale factor,
I
!
i
I
!
I
n
g
g
!
I
I
i
I
I
!
d(_5 ) dG dV
T o _ dj_ 2df
A_ G z Vo e f
- 0.545 die dfelc - 0.1S_ L-g-
dr
dH o
- 1.20--_ + 0,20 r
o
lo 2 2_o [-'_ r krgd @ sa
(6-51)
,21(_ +_s_)__°ar
D
G r,,.'
O °o
The worst case change is the sum of the absolute values of the individ-
ual terms. The rss (root-sum-square) error is more often used,
because it is the most probable error. However, before doing the
rss, correlation of errors must first be accounted for. The most
in_portant source through which correlated errors will occur is tem-
perature. The terms dr, dr, d_ c, d_ e, dH and dr o will depend on
temperature in a correlated Inanner.
We may assttme that the driw', frequency, f,
the natura[ frequency of a resonant driver
is determined by
f  (Eh3)1/2= (6 -5z)2 _(1- v ) mL _"
where /3. depends on the geometry of the resonator, h is its thickness,
L is a characteristic length in its plane, mis its mass, and E and v
are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.
If then
E E
o
Z 2
l-v 1-v
o
( 1 + a ,%, T ) (6-53)
Hd
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L : L o {1 + otd AT) (6-54)
df 1 diE/{1-1,'2)1 I dL
f -2 E I(I-ve ) +_ --h-
I I
=--2 OtEd AT + -_ crd AT (6-55)
Assuming that the case and resonator are of the same material, then
dee (6 -56)
- le
dH
H
The fibre will, in general, be made of a different material than the
case, so that
dr
o = ce AT (6-57)
f
r o
We may take sample numerical values, corresponding to the tests
being made. For an Invar resonator and case and a fused silica fibre
af _, 0.3 \-6 /°F
z80\-6 /o
0eEd psi/psi F
(or -33 to 280) (6 -58)
a _ = 0. 35``-6 to 1\'6
d in. /in. /°F
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Anomolies of nickel-iron alloys of the Invar, Nilvar, Elinvar, etc,
type show so much variation with small changes in constituants and
heat treatment,' that it is difficult to pick absolute values from the
tables for a given sample. The measured frequency change
corresponds to C_Ed of 210 \-6 /°F, with c_d too small to have much
effect. This is quite within the range of reasonable values, so is
used here (the effect of Poisson's ratio may-also account for part
of the difference from 280 to 210). We will use 0. 9\-6 for a d" Then
d (A_P) dG T dV 8_-6 o )A T
- g r -_-_- 0d sa Or + Osa + _" {6-59:
D "
G (100 sec)
O
I
I
|
i
I
I
I
i
I
I
!
We see here that the temperature term in this equation is com-
pletely dominated by the the rmoelas tic coefficient of the drive resonator,
OeE?d. If this term proved to be a probl.em, it could be reduced by a
factor approaching 100 through use of a constant-modulus alloy such
as Elinvar.
If we were to select one pa,zt in 10,000 as the desired stability
of A4,, an error budget might be selected along these lines;
0 -- +0.5 ° (0.00872 rad)
r
0 = -+-2 ° (0.03-t9)
sa
0 d -- t2 °
dCq
GT
- +-3tlc)0,000
dVo = e3i 100, 000 (6-60)
V O
T= +-0. 3°F
G olD _ _1000
6-Zl
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The terms, in the order of Equation (6-59), would then be +-3\-5
,iX-5 ±3. l\-5 _-3.8\-5 _-1.3\-5 _-l\-5. The rss of these terms is about
8/I00,000, or slightly less than one part in 10, 000. The fact that the
algebraic sum adds up to a low value is simply a coincidence in the
choice of :he sign o_ changes, which cannot be predicted in advance
except where known ccrrelation exists, as in the case of the terms
combined in the AT term. The root-sum-square, thus, is the proper
method of combining these terms.
In connection with item (1) (iv) of the contract, the phase errors
(A) are covered by the three {_terms in_.quation 6-49, the pulse
magnitude (B), and string amplitude term (C) have been combined in
the first term, Equation 6-49, the torquing _ain term, although they
can be left separate when expanding Equation 6-15 according to Equa-
tion 6-48, if desired. The effect o_ string amplitude pickoff non-
linearity (D) is, first, to produce harmonics in the signal which, when
amplified, is used for torquing. The string, as torqued here, has been
shown to be insensitive to these harmonics by the integration of Equa-
tion 3-15 with harmonics in T (tl). The effect of the nonlinearity,
secondly, on amplitude of the fundamental appears as an amplitude
sensitivity of the gain term error, dG T /GT , and may be obtained
fromE_uations 6-43, 6-44 and 4-28. _ine angle-off (F) produces
trajectory ellipticity (E). which, through a mechanism discussed in
detail in Reference (1), causes string-plane drift; this effect is des-
cribed by _':...;the resulting error is the last term in Equation 6-49.
The effect of electronics errors (G) is expressed in the first
"terI_ of E_uation 6-49, gain stability, and the second term, bias
stability. In the form, Equation 6-59 the effect of temperature sta-
bility (H) is shown. Th_ dominant effect in this temperature term is
the thermoelastic temperature coefficient of the disk resonator. The
use of a material with a more constant Youngs modulus for the drive
resonator, or the use of other methods for controlling drive fre-
quency, would reduce this term greatly.
I
I
I
I
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7. LABORATORY MECHANIZATION FOR PROVIDING
STAR TORQUING DATA
IN T ROD U C TION
This section describes the mechanization used to yield STAR
Gyro torquing data. The data obtained is described in Section 8 of
this report.
The operation of this implementation can best be described by
reference to Figure 7-I which is a block diagram of the torquing loop.
The instrument used during the tests is an Invar STAR gyro
operating in the second mode. This instrument contains two pairs of
capacitive plates to sense motion of the vibrating string. One pair,
referred to here as the reference plates, is essentially perpendicular
to the plane described by the string vibrating motion; it provides a
signal proportional to the amplitude of the string oscillation. The
second set of plates is approximately parallel to the plane described
by string motion. One of these, called the pickoff plate, is used to
sense the angle between the string plane and a reference plane defined
by a null output from the pickoff plate. The other plate is used to
provide torquing pulses to force the string plane to change orientation
in a controlled manner.
The string in the test instrument vibrates at a frequency of
approximately 6,225 cps. The disc driving the string into this motion
thus operates at twice string frequency -- approximately 12, 450 cps.
The general operation of the mechanization is as follows:
Neglecting for the moment the flow of torquing pulses, the basic
platform servo is straightforward. The pickoff plate (Plate 4) is
used to sense any changes in the string plane angle from the servo
nulling position. Signals obtained from this plate are buffered by
the pickoff buffer amplifier, amplified, filtered, and applied to a
phase sensitive demodulator. The reference for the demodulator is
obtained following sultable amplification from the reference plates
(Plates 6 and 7). Following demodulation, a d-c signal proportional
to string plane angle deviation from the servo ,_ull is available. This
signal is compensated, amplified, and applied to a d-c platform torquer.
This drives the platform mounting the STAI_ gyro in a direction to_ards
servo null, thereby providing a stable platforln.
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Torquing of the STAR gyro which subsequently controls this
platform is accomplished by proyiding voltage pulses of proper phase and
amplitude to the torquing plate (Plate 5). In this mechanization the
pulses take the form of integral sine wave pulses although other pulse
wave forms could be used. Formation and control of the torquing
pulses is accomplished using circuitry designated as pulse forming
and synchronization circuitry. A continuous sine wave at string
frequency and proportional to string oscillation amplitude is obtained
from the reference plates. Using digital techniques, this sine wave is
broken into integral sine wave pulses either in-phase or out-of-
phase with the string velocity. The phase of the pulses along with
torque plate bias polarity determines torquing direction. The pulses
are applied to the torquing plate at a rate controlled by an external
variable oscillator. The logic limits the maximum torquing rate to
one-half string frequency. (This is not a necessity but somewhat
simplifies the logic mechanization.) The pulses applied to the torquing
plate cause the string plane to change orientation in a controlled
manner. This change is sensed in the normal servo channel and the
servo action will cause the stable platform to rotate, accordingly.
As evidenced by Figure 7-I, an electrical cross-talk of torquing
pulses from plate No. 5 to plate No. 4 occurs during torquing. This
cross-talk can be considered as introducing an excessively large noise
input into the servo channel and if allowed to continue will disrupt the
servo. The method of bypassing this difficulty in this mechanization
is to provide a cancelling pulse into the servo to null out the cross-
coupled pulses. The cancelling pulse is obtained by applying the
torquing pulse to the rejection pulse forming network at the same time
it is applied to the torquing plate. This network closely approximates
the transfer characteristic seen by the torquing pulse from the torqu-
ing plate to the point where cancellation is to be done. The actual
cancellation is accomplished by summing the output from the network
with the cross-coupled pulse in a commercial differential amplifier
(Tektronix Type D).
7. Z DETA/LED CONSIDERATION
Certain elements of this mechanization deserve elaboration.
Some of the circuits involved are unique to the implementation presently
being used and thus fundamentally determine satisfactory operation. In
addition, the manner in which data is accumulated and the factors
which control its rel_vancy are important. A number of figures are
included which may or may not be dlscussed in detail. Also
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oscillograms are shown when pertinent to illustrate operatlon of the
n_echanization. These also serve to show critical settings which must
be maintained in order to provide stable operation during data
accumulation.
7.2. 1 Circuit Consideration
Figure 7-I depicts the circuitry used in this STAR gyro torqu-
ing mechanization in block form. The self-oscillator loop (disk drive
oscillator) shown at the top is required to drive the string into stable
vibratory n_otion. It is required for operation of any STAR gyro but
it is not directly pertinent to the d'iscussion of STAR torquing. It
is pictured in Fig_Ire 7-1 since certain critical signals in the oscillator
loop are used for reference in the torq_ling mechanization (i.e., disc
drive voltage at test point No. 4 and the disc pickoff voltage at test
point No. 7). Five blocks of circuitry are unique to the gyro torquing
mechanization and are indicated by asterisks in Figure 7-I. These
will be discussed below. The rest of the circuitry is essentially
conventional (a-c gain, phase shifters, switching demodulator, etc)
and will not be considered further.
Pickoff Buffer Amplifier. Figure 7-2 depicts the pickoff buffer
an_plifier. This circuit incorporates low noise transistors (21W930's),
boot strapping to pick up the input impedance, and guard shielding
on the pickoff signal input line. The utilization of guard shielding
allows use of reasonably long cables without excessive shunting of
pickoff signal due to line capacity. No voltage gain is incorporated
in the ampllfier _s a highly stable voltage transfer function is required
if adequate cross-coupled pulse rejection is to be feasible. The input
impedance of the a_nplifier is approximately 6 megohms at signal
frequency. (The _ource impedance of the pickoff signal including
shunt capacities is about 560 kohms at signal frequency. ) An approxi-
mate measurement of amplifier output voltage versus string plane
angle was made using the test STAR gyro. This scale factor is
approximately 0.2 uv/sec with a pic.koff plate excitation of i00 volts.
For purposes of designing the rejection network required for cross-
coupled pulse rejectlon, the torquing plate to pickoff amplifier output
transfer function was determined. With the test instrument described
previously and the amplifier of Figure 7-Z, this transfer function
is given by
Pickoff Amplifier O_Itput l_s_r2s _ i)
V/ •
Torque Pulse Voltage (i-1 s _- I) (r3s _ I) v
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Figure 7-2. Pick-off Buffer Amplifier
where
-5
K _0.2 x I0 sec.
r _0.94 x 10 -4
1
-8
r _4. 5 x I0
2
-6
r _1.0 x 10
3
Rejection Pulse Forming Netw6rk. Inspection of the transfer
function determined above as well as experimental data indicates that
the zero at (o 2 = 1/r 2 can be negiected. The lead introduced is
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sufficiently outside of the frequencies of interest as to have neglig
effect. Thus a network to synthesize
Pickoff Amplifier Output
Torque Pulse Voltage
S V/ •
(_'1 s + 1) (r 3s + 1) v
ibie
whe re
-5
K _ 0.2 x I0 sec
r _ 0.94XI0
I
r _ lxl0 -6
3
-4
was determined. This network is shown schematically in Figure 7-3.
Tuned Transformer Amplifier. Figure 7-4 is a schematic of
the amplifier _Ised to derive the signal from the reference plates
(Plates 6 and 7). This amplifier incorporates a high Q (Q _60)
transformer which is capacitively tuned to provide anti-resonance at
string frequency. Use of tuning in this manner provides a fairly large
signal proportional to string amplitude with a minimum of active gain
TORQU_R V T
PULSE 0
INPUT
130 -400 pf
NOMINAL_ gT0 pf
|1_ , ,
7"
bS0 pf
, l; '
i50 pf
t!
NOMINALml K
0-SK
0. 047 mf
O
V R (0 2 x 10"5)s
VT _Z(0.94 10-10)x + 4(0.9-t × 10 "'i) *I
v/
v
V
R
d
REJECTION
0
PULSE
0-10K
NOMINALs- Z K
O
Figure 7-3. Rejection Pulse Forrning Network
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3M 51K
PLATE 6
PLATE 7
I
! 5
4 NAA
NO. 30Z55-404 -'z
0033 mf
d7 K
2N9 _0
2O0
Figure 7-4. Tuned Transformer Amplifier
(gain ._ 20). Experimentally, it has been found that the circuit Q was
too high. De-tuning due to slight ambient changes was causing un-
reasonable phase shifts in the output signal. A shunt resistor, R s,
was connected across the transfornner for stabilization. The circuit
is now adequately stable. With the test instrument and the amplifier
as shown, output voltage at nominal test te,nperature is about 400 my.
Pickoff Channel Filters. Figure 7-5 depicts the filtering which
has been incorporated into the servo channel. The input to the filters
contains noise predominantly generated in the input stage of the
pickoff buffer amplifier. In addition noise components due to imper-
fect cross-coupled pulse rejection are possible. This latter noise
source, potentially periodic in nature, if not filtered out will un-
desirably affect servo operation. For this reason the action ot the
filters can have a substantial effect on the performance of the
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Figure 7-5. Pick-off Channel Filters
mechanization. The filtering used consists of one active filter using
twin-T feedback preceded by a conventional series-parallel LC band-
pass filter.
Pulse Forming and Synchronization Circuitry. Figures 7-6
through 7-11 provide detailed schematic information as well as
descriptions of the logic performed by the circuitry. They are in-
cluded here as reference only since the details of this circuitry do
not directly affect the operation of this mechanization. The only
requirement for this circuitry is that it faithfully reproduces an in-
tegral sine wave from a continuous sine wave and controls the
necessary phase relationships.
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Figure 7-7. Timing Diagram Depicting Logic Being Performed
by Pulse Forming and Synchronization Circuitry
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7. Z. 2 L_,boratory Setup Operation
To illustrate the operation of this mechanization and to prbvide
background for the procedures involved in data accumulation, a
number ok oscillogran_s have been taken. These are photographs ok
the signals appearing at various points in the laboratory setup as
observed on an oscilloscope. In all cases the signals shown refer to
test points 1-9 in Figure 7-1. For convenience these test points are
defined as:
TP1 Demodulator Reference:
TP/ - Pickoff Error Signal (after filtering and amplification)
TP3 - Demodulator Output
TP4 - Disc Drive Voltage
I
I
|
TP5 - Torque Pulses
TP6 - String Amplitude Reference
TP7 - Disc Pickoff Voltage
TP8 - Pickoff Buffer Amplifier Output
TP9 - Tektronic Type D Preamplifier Output
Oscillogram 7. l (Figure 7-12) is a representative picture of the
normally monitored signals throughout the mechanization. Achievement
of this set of wave forms indicates that the mechanization is working
satisfactorily. The servo loop is closed and the instrument is being
alternately torqued left and right with no net torquing rate.
I
I
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Oscillogran" 7. l (Figure 7-13) provides a reference for the gain
settings throughout the loop. This picture is used when it is desired
to check or return the loop gains to a nominal set of values. This
picture is important when it is desired to make runs to check data re-
peatability and serves as a monitor of gain stability.
Oscillogram 7. 3 (Figure 7-14) is used as a reference for phasing
the dcnhodulator reference. Monitori.ng of the demodulator reference
phasing and comparing it to this photograph indicates phase stability of
this quantity. I:_ addition, the picture is used as a basis to allow re-
turning the demodulator reference to its initial set i)oi::t in the event of
any phase shift. This is vital for coherent data accumulation.
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Oscillogram 7.4 (Figure 7-15) is used as a reference for phasing
the pickoff error signal. Monitoring of the pickoff error signal and
comparing it to the photograph indicates phase stability of this quantity.
Oscillogram 7. 5 (Figure 7-16) is used as a reference for phasing
the string amplitude reference signal. Monitoring of the string ampli-
tude reference phasing and comparing it to the photograph indicates
phase stability of this quantity. It should be noted that any shift of this
quantity affects both the modulator reference phasing and the torque
pulse phasing.
Oscillogram 7. 6 (Figure 7-17) is used as a reference for phasing
tht_ torqut, pulses. .Nlonitoring of this quantity and con_parison to the
reference photograph indicates the phase stability of the torque pulses.
In addition, when it is desired for data accumulation to intentionally
shift phase from the photograph reference position, use of this refer-
ence is necessary to set the desired phase shift.
Oscillogram 7. 7 (Figure 7-IS) shows the normally monitored
quantities while the instrun_ent is being torqued at maximui_ rate. The
top set of traces is for one torquing direction while the lower set is for
the other torquing direction. Note the phase relations of the torquing
pulses and the polarity of the demodulator outputs.
Oscillogram 7. S (Figure 7-19) is similar to Oscillogram 7. 7
except a rate of one-half maximum is used.
Osciilogram 7. 9 (Figure 7-20) is used to show the string actually
'precessing.while being torqued. The servo loop is open and torque rates
are applied in both directions. Monitoring of the string plane angle
(T. P. Z) and use of a slow scope sweep on this trace shows the pickoff
angle buildup. The demodulator output {T. P. 3) is also shown on a
slow s_\eep and clearly shows the d-c output buildup as a function of
pickoff angle.
Oscillogram 7. 10 (Figure 7-21) is used to show the waveform of
the torquing pulse when the turn-off and "turn-on times of the pulse are
varied. This figure shows pulses one full string cycle and one-half
string cycle wide with different turn-on til_aes.
Oscillogram 7. I I (Figure 7-11) is used to show the waveform of
the torquing pulses when the turn-on and turn-off times ar_._ varied.
This figure" shows pulses one antl one-half string cycle and one-quarter
string cycle wi_]_, with different turn-on times.
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10v/cm------
2v/cm------
10v/cm-------
50v/cm------
lv / C 1TI----,-----
10v/cm --_
Zv/cm--
10v/cm-----
50v/cm--------
lv/cm-----..
r---_
I
i
.i
1
--Demodulator Reference (TPI)
-----Pickoff Error Signal (TP2)
---Z--Demodulator Output (TP3)
--Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
------.Toi-que Pulses (TP5)
------Demodulator Reference (TPI)
-----Pickoff Error Signal (TP2)
--Demodulator Output (TP3)
--Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
___Lissajous Figure with Torque Pul-
i ses (TP5) on vertical and Disk
Drive Voltage (TP4) on horizontal.
Figure 7-12. Oscill,z_grarn 7. l: Normally Monitored Signals
Throughout the STAR Gyro Elt_ctrostatic Torquing Niechanization
10v / {::m------
gv/cm------
50mv/c m------
lmv/cm------
lOv/cm------
2v/cm-----"
50my / cm----_
Imv / cm------
!
[
1
i
• I
--Demodulator Output (TP3)
-----Pickoff Error Signal (TP2)
Tektronix Type D Preamplifier
Output (TPg)
-----Pickoff Buffer Amplifier
Output (TPS)
--Demodulator Output (TP3)
------Pickoff Error Signal (TP2}
__Tektronix Type D Preamelifier
Output (TP9}
-----Pickoff Buffer Am/lifier
Output. (TP8)
Figure 7-13. Oscillogram 7.2: Pickoff Error Signals at Various
TP's in the St. rvo Cha_:n.,]. r,f,_ed to Verify Loop Gains. (Note phase
reversal between top and bottom traces)
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iOv/cm-- ; v
50vt cm----- ' ]
2.5v / cm-----_
10v / cm-----_
10v/cm_
50v / cm-----_
2. 5v / cm----
t
-------Demodulator Reference (TP1)
_----Demodulator Output (TP3)
------Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
Lissajous Figure with Demod-
ulator Reference (TP1) on ver-
tical and Disk Drive Voltage
(TP4) on horizontal
_----Demodulator Reference {TPI)
-----Demodulator Output (TP3)
----Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
----Lissajous Figure with Demod-
ulator Reference (TP1) on ver=
tical and Disk Drive Voltage
(TP4) on horizontal
Figure 7-14. Oscillogram 7. 3: Demodulator Phasing With Respect to
Disk Drive Voltage. Normally Usect for Demodulator Phasing Checks.
(Note that the error signal_, , phase has been reversed between
the to):) and bottom traces)
Zv/cm----_ i j
[ ._-,
1
• t
_V/CITI -----_
Figure 7-15.
I
Oscillogram 7. 4:
----Pickoff Error Signal (TP2)
-----Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
__Lissajous Figure with Pickoff
Error signal (TP2)on vertical
and Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
on horizontal
----i-Pickoff Error Signal (TP2)
_--'Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
.___Lissajous Figure with Pickoff
Error Signal (TPZ) on vertical
, and Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
on horizontal
Pickoff Error Signal Phasing With Re=
spect to Disk Drive Voltage. Nornially Used for Error Channel
Phasing Checks. (Note that the error signal has been reversed
between the top and bottom traces)
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250mv/vm-----
250mv/cm--
----String Amplitude Reference (TP6)
_----Disk Pickoff Voltage (TP7)
Lissajous Figure with String
Amplitude Reference (TP6) on
vertical and Disk P'ickoff Vol-
tage (TP7) on horizontal.
(Improper Pha sing)
--------StringAmplitude Reference (TP6)
-----Disk Pickoff Voltage (TP7)
..___Lissajous Figure with String
Amplitude Reference (TP6) on
vertical andDisk Pickoff Vol-
tage (TP7) on horizontal.
(Proper Phasing)
Figure 7-16. Oscillogram 7.5: String Amplitude Reference Phasing
With R,:._p_:(t to the Disk Pickoff Voltage
L
I
iv/cm-----
I
Iv/cm-----
50v/cm----_
iv/cm----_
--Torque Pulses (TP5)
--Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
-----Lissajous Figure with Torque
Pulses (TP5) on vertical and
Disc Drive Voltage (TP4) on
horizontal (Improper Phasing)
--Torque Pulses (TP5)
----Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
------Lissajous Figure with Torque
Pulses (TP5) on vertical and
Disc Drive Voltage (TP4) on
horizontal (Proper Phasing)
Figure 7-17. Oscillogram 7.6: Torque Pulse Phasing With Respect to
th,_ 1)_: Drive Voltage
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r,_ .__,,,_......,,._ ._r,,,_
1 Or/cm-'-_ I
Zv / c rn-'--" :.
lOv/cm -----_ :
50vl cm-----
Iv/cm----._
10v/cm-----_
Zv/cm-----
10v/cm------
50v/cm-----
lv/crrl-------_
-----Demodulator Reference (TPI)
_---Pickoff Error Signal (TP2)
------Demodulator Output (TP3)
--'---Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
Torquing Pulses (TP5) (Max-
imum torquing to move plat-
form CCW when viewed from
instrument end)
------Demodulator Reference (TP1)
"---Pickoff Error Signal (TPZ)
------Demodulator Output (TP3)
-----Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
Torquing Pulses (TP5) (Max-
imum torquing to move plat-
form CW when viewed from
instrument end)
Figure 7-18. Oscillogram 7.7: Representative Signals When Torquing
at Maximum Rate in Both Directions
10v/cm------
Zv/cm--
10v/cm-----
50v/c m----_
1v / cm_.._..
10v/¢m-----_
Zv/cm----_ "
lOv/c m----.-
50v/cm-----
Iv/cm---._
[
_---Demodulator Reference (TPI)
_----Pickoff Error Signal (TPZ)
-----Demodulation output (TP3)
"-----Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
.----Torquing Pulses (TP5) (I/Z
maximum rate to move plat-
form CCW when viewed
from instrument end)
..----Demodulator Reference (TP1)
-----Pickoff Error Signal (TPZ)
-----Demodulator Output (TP3)
-----Disk Drive Voltage (TP4)
-----Torquing Pulses (TP5) (1/2
maximum rate to move plat-
form CW when viewed from
instrument end)
Figure 7-19. Oscillogram 7.8: Representative Signals When Torquing
at O_:e-lla[f o£ ..",.i_>:ilz:ur::Torquing Rate in Both Directions
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_v/crI1------_
2v/cm----_
10v/cm---_
lv/cm----
2v/cm--
2v/cm_
10v/cm------
lv/cm----
Figure 7-20.
5V/Cm
O. 5v/cm__._
O. 5v/cm--_
5v/cm--
O. 5v /cm---_
O. 5v/cm---_
i , ._,_ _i #_ ........
!
!
[
I
t
I
_----Pickoff Error Signal (TP2)
----Dem3dulator Output (TP3)
----Demodulator Reference (TPl)
,----Torque Pulses (TP5) (Maxi-
mum torquing which wouid
cause CW platform rotation
when viewed from instrument
end if platform servo dosed)
-----Pickoff Error Signal (TP2)
-----Demodulator Output (TP3)
------Demodulator Reference (TP1)
Torquing Pulses (TP5) (Maxi-
mum torquing which would
cause CCW platform rotation
when viewed from instrument
end if platform servo closed)
Oscillogram 7. 9: Erroi" Angle Buildup During Torquing
With I-qatform Servo Loop Opened.
_---Demodulator Reference (TP1)
!
___..Torquing Pulses (TPS)
(O_a=O 0d=0}
_--Torquing Pulses (TPS)
( 0sa=90 degrees, 0d=0}
------Demodulator Reference (TPI)
,----Torquing Pulses (TP5)
(0sa=90 degrees. 0d=90 degrees)
_---Torquing Pulses (TP5)
(0sa=O, 0d=90 degrees)
Figure 7-21. Oscillogram 7. 10: Representative Torquing Pulse With
Various Turn-on aud Tarn-o/i Firnes (O d = O , O d = 90 Degrees)
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------Demodulator Reference (TPI)
__Torquing Pulses (TP5)
( Osa=+90 degrees 0d=-90 degrees
--Torquing Pulses (TP5)
(Ssa=0 degrees) _d=-90 degrees
------Demodulator Reference (TP1)
__Torquing Pulses (TP5)
({_sa= + 45 degrees _d=135 degrees)
"_----Torquing Pulses (TP5)
(Osa=+135 degrees _d=135 degrees)
Figure 7-22. Oscillogram 7. 11: Representative Torquing Pulses With Various
Turn-on and Turn-off Times (0d = -90 degrees, 0d = +135 degrees
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7. Z. 3 Data Accumulation Technique
In order to obtain torquing data using the mechanization described,
a procedure has been evolved which will be outlined here. Such a pro-
cedure is vital if r_:peat_ble and correlated data is to be obtained and
is included here to indicate the capability of this mechanization to
yield useful data. Provision is made in this procedure to monitor both
electronic stability as well as instrui_ent stability. No attempt is made
to detail the accuracies of measurements as these will be recorded in
the actual detern_ined data.
The test procedure follows:
General For convenience a set of definitions is included here to
facilitate writing this outline.
• Test Period Total test program fron_ start of first data
a'cquisition until all data is accumulated.
_° Test Session - A grouping of several data runs. Typically
a test session will occur each working day of the test period.
3. Test Run - The actual taking of one set of test data. Typically
this means changing one parameter and measuring torquing
capability.
During the entire test period all elements of the mechanization
will be left energized. The disc drive will only be turned off when
measuring the low nuLl)lilt, de natural frequency of the string (this will
be described later). Instrumentation may be turned off provided ade-
quate warmup time prior to data acquisition is allowed for instruments
to reach _pecified operating tolerances. All test data will be accumu-
lated wh,ile holding the STAR at one test temperature. Following the
test period, selected data runs will be made at different set temperatures.
Measurement of the low-amplitude natural frequency of the string will
indicate the stability of the temperature control. All test data will be
taken while holding the instrument pressure at 30 ± 10 microns. The
type of instrument,,tion used to acquire data will be included with the
data. Where a special procedure is u@ed to detern_ine a quantity, a
description of this procedure shall be available.
Pre-Test Session Check List - Prior to the start of a test session
the following check list will be performed:
l ° Energize all required test instrumentation. Allow adequate
time for stabilization.
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Measure the low-amplitude natural frequency of the string.
This is obtained by connecting one pair of instrument plates
in one leg of a balanced bridge. By driving one plate with
a stable external oscillator and sweeping frequency, resonance
of the string can be observed on an oscilloscope. Monitoring
the external oscillator frequency at the resonance on a
counter yields low-amplitude natural frequency. This para-
meter is sensitive to instrument temperature and appears in
the equations of the STAR gyro.
N,leasure the disc drive oscillator frequency.
Set an approximate saddle point with no torquing pulses
applied. The saddle point for the STAR gyro can be defined
as a setting of both critical drive voltage (controls string
oscillation amplitude} and of string plane angle at a point
where changes in either have least effect on the instruments'
self bias drift. Fhis point is achieved by an iterative process
of holding one quantity constant and varying the other. Disc
drive voltage is varied 0y adjusting an amplitude control
.potentiometer in the disc drive oscillator. String plane angle
is adjusted by biasing the servo to force the string plane angle
to change in order to satisfy s ervo null requirements.
Check loop pi_asing and readjust if necessary. This check is
accomplished by returning phasing to the reference phasing
defined in Oscillograms 7. 3, 7. 4, 7. 5, and 7. 6. If any phase
shifts have occurred, these will be recorded in the data as
they indicate electronic stability.
Check loop gain and readjust if necessary. This check is
accomplished by returning gain to the reference gain defined
in Oscillograph 7. g. If gain changes occur these shall be
recorded in the data to indicate electronic gain stability.
Tune the rejection pulse forming network for best rejection
of cross-coupled torquing pulses. This is accomplished by
opening the servo loop, removing the d-c bias from the
torquing plate, and applying torquing pulses to the torquing
plate. The pickoff angle error signal is monitored as well
as the demodulator output. The network is tuned for minimum
change in these quantities from a no-torque to torque switch-
ing. Any tuning required shall be recorded in the data.
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Test Run Procedure - The following procedure will be used to
perform each of the test runs:
the
I. Set plate bias voltages at values for the anticiprated test run.
g. Set an approximate saddle point with no torquing pulses
applied. 7;:
3. Check out loop phasing, readjust if necessary, and record
any readjustment. ;:-_
4. Set an accurate saddle point with no torque pulses applied.::'
5. Check adequacy of rejection of cross-coupled torquing pulses. _=
6. Adjust phase relationship of torquing pulses with respect to
disc drive voltage to the value desired for the anticipated
test run. {See Oscillograph 7.6)
7. Set the alnplitude of the torquing pulses to the value desired
for the anticipated test run.
8. Torque the instrument and adjust the torquing rate to hold
the platform steady (i.e., balance fixed instrument rates and
sensed component of earth rate).
9. Torque the instrument at the approximate desired torque rate
and direction for bhe test run. Measure and record the rate
and direction.
I0. Measure and record the time required for platform to sweep
through a fixed angle and the angle traversed.
ii. Torque the platform back to the original start position. Adjust
the torque rate to hold the platform steady (as in Step 8).
This latter measurement is used to indicate stability of the
instrument during the test run.
Post-test Session Check List - Repeat steps Z, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of
"Pre-test Session Check List" procedure.
_-'For elaboration see previous section on "Pre-test Session Check
List".
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8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND COMPARISONS
TO THEORETICALRESULTS
8. 1 INTRODUCTION
Using the Laboratory mechanization described in Section 7, con-
siderable experimental data relating to STAR torquing was obtained.
Numerous torquing rLms were performed with various parameter
configurations to provide support to the theoretical developments in
this report.
It is worth mentioning that no effort was expended towards pre-
cision torquing of the test instrument, and no attempt towards improving
the mechanization beyond that required to obtain usable data was made.
Therefore, these data should not be assumed to reflect how well the
STAR gyro can be torqued.
Consideration of the accuracy of these data as well as pertinent
discussion are included with the test results presented later in this
section, ttowever, some generalizations and descriptions that are
applicable to all the tests can be made here.
The readout of torquing rate was made by using a resolver to
_neasure platform angle. The output of the ruso[ver was demodulated
and used to drive a Sanborn recorder. The angle swept on the recorder
chart and the time required to sweep this angle (obtained from the chart
speed and _iming il_arks) were used to provide angular rate. Calibration
of the chart angle readout to platform angle was accomplished using a
micrometer mounted to the platform. Use of this micrometer to cali-
brate the chart allowed a convenient means of repeating plat_form angle
scaling. Muasurements in the Laboratory indicated an ability to repeat
an incremental angle to one part in a hundred. It should be noted that
this does not give absolute accuracy. .No attempt was made to bring in
a precision angular reference because the nature of the experimental
work did not require this. Muasurernents in the Laboratory, however,
did show an absolute accuracy within two percent. This was more than
adequate for the experimental requirements.
The largest limiting factor to the data obtained in these experiments
was the method of measuring and holding torquing pulse amplitude to desired
valueB. Setting of pulse values was accomplished using a Tektronix Type
555 Oscilloscope with a Z-Preamplifier. The method usedwas to set
8-1
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the peak of the pulse to the desired amplitude using the vertical magni-
fication available with the Z-unit. However, as pointed out later in
this section, waveforrn distortion was evident in the torquing pulse.
Since this distortion varied as a function of the electronics configuration,
it tended to lead to incorrect settings of pulse amplitude. That is, since
torquing is only accomplished bv the fundamental con:ponent of the tor-
quing pulse waveshape, any distortion which changes the apparent funda-
1_ental peak will lead to an incorrect setting of the pulse amplitude. The
contribution to inaccuracy caused by this difficulty is extremely difficult
to measure. Were the torquing waveform analog the a,_ount and type
of distortion could easily be determined but with the integral sine wave
pulses the deternlination is not so evident. (At this writing no reasonable
measurement technique }:as been found.)
Inspection of the general data trend obtained during this test pro-
gram does yield an estiFnate of data accuracy. Indications ;_re that the
mechanization is capable of providing three percent relative data.
In:proven:ent of the pulse forzr:ing electronics would substantially improve
this figure.
The method of data accumulation closely follows the procedures
outlined in Paragraph 7. 2. 3. The mechanization configuration was set
to a desired set of parameters. The instrument was alternately torqued
from right to left and the platform angle was plotted on a chart recorder.
The chart provided angular rate. The data from the chart plus appro-
priate parameter w_lues were recorded on data sheets. The final
pertinent values appear in the remainder of this section.
!
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8. I TORQUING f<ESULTS AND COMPARISONS
8.2.1 Absolute Value of Torquing Scale Factor--Experimental vs
Theoretical
To check the theoretical scale-factor expression, Equation 6-1 5,
this Equation was used to determine the scale factor for the test instru-
ment. The string amplitude term in Equation 6-15 was calculated" from
Equation6-ll, an expression which gives the best check on the theory
because it does not depend on any of the same expressions as those being
checked (electrostatic force and string-to-plate capacity). This latter
comment is elaborated upon in Section 6 immediately preceeding
Equation 6- 1 6.
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The values corresponding to the test instrument are:
: I. 74 in.
E -- 10. 4_ psi (fused silica)
p - 2.2 gm/cc
2) 4
-_ 2.0_-6(Ib - sec /in. {fused silica)
n =: 2
2H = 0. 126 in.
2r = 0.0011 in.
O
H/r : 1 1 5
O
_-6 za = •9- in.
and the pertinent values measured during test arc:
f = 6198 - " 3 cps
n
lu2-_)_o.oo_6_ :8:8888_
rl
V : I00 volts
o
V T - 0. 5 volts
k = 1
Equation 6-21 then gives
(8-1)'
(8-2)
I
I
I
I
Y •-- O. O0 _48 in.
8-3
(8-3)
m •
cs-izTv/3z
and Equation 6-4, or Figure 4-1Z gives
F* = 0.6_ 1g lb/volt2 (8-4)
Using Or,O d, 0
6-15 gives
and 1 iv... at nominal values of zero,
Sa "'"
Equation
A_b = 0. 332 sec/pulse for infinite flat plates.
Using the bquivatent correction for the finite, curved plates used
during the tests, from Paragraph 6.2. Z
A_curved plates _= 1.26 x 0_332
_0.418 _ec/pulse
(8-5)
(8-6)
The experimental value which corresponds to the above set of parameters
and conditions, is given by the average of the "O r = 0 ° runs of Table 8-4.
_b experirnental -- 0. 345 sec/pulse (8-7)
This value is 17 to 18 percent lower than the theoretical value. There
are a number of factors which affect this difference, and the accuracy
is perhaps somewhat better than _xpected. Yor example, the string is
not uniform in diameter and for the particular string under test, only
the center diameter is known. Even if the diameter were known along
the entire length it would not be known how to average this effect. The
string diameter used in calculation is 9 percent larger 'than the center
diameter recorded.
Strings are rejected which have diameters more than 0. 00017 in.
larger than the center dianqeter at r_oints 0. 30 in. from the center i. e. ,
which increase more than 17 percent in diameter from the center to a
point 17 percent of the length from the center. Thus, if we take the 25
percent point (ant/nodes of a uniform string) at which to measure our
diameter, it is clear that the entire difference between theory and ex-
periment could be accounted for by this taper (_'_pis proportional to
1/r 2).
o
Other factors contributing to this difference between measured and
theoretical scaIc facter could inch:de the theoretical expression for tor-
quing force directly,, the effect of string taper on other equations, as
8-4
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well as p,,ssible t_xperin_¢;ntal error sources. In general, it is felt
• that the experin_ental data well substantiates the string torquing equation.
8.2.2 .String Amplitude Pickoff Sensitivity-- Experimental vs
Theoretical
To check the theoretical string amplitude pickoff sensitivity given
in Paragraph 6. Z. 4, these equations were used to determine the sensitivity
for the test instrument. Test parameters measured at the experimental
setup are
Q . :-')_.. to 62
r
C -- 500 pf (8-8)
V = 27. 3 volts
Using these values with the parameters given in Equations 8-1 and 8-Z we
obtain from Equations 6-43 and 6-47
_%C = 0.00364 pf peak
AV = 10. 35 to IZ. 3 my peak (8-9)
as the change in voltage (at[ values in this section are peak) and change
in capacity for a pair of infinitely-long parallel flat plates. These values
correspond to the string oscillation amplitude obtained at the nominal
test paramt-tcr settings sp_'cLficd,
Becaus(., pickoff sensitivify is directly proportional to gradient_
applying the _stimate of Paragraph 6. Z.Z, we obtain
V finite flat plates = 0.9 (10. 35 to 1l. 3)
-- 9. 3 to 11. 1 mv
(s-10)
and
V curv,__d plates -_ 1.26 (10. 35 to 12. 3)
-- 13 to 15. 5 n_v
(8-ll)
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By comparison, the experimental voltages corresponding to the same
test conditions are:
AV finite flate plates (experimental) = I0. 5 my (8-12)
and "
AV curved plates (experimental)
= 20.4 my (8-13)
These values all refer back to the peak voltages across one-half of the
transformer primary. (See Figure 6-4)
As seen by the above results, the experimental value for the
finite flat plates lies in the theoretically predicted range. The results
obtained for the curved plates were not as good. The theoretical value
was from 32 to .t8 percent lower than the actual experimental value.
However, effects such as string diameter nonuniformity could contribute
substantially to the difference obtained. A discussion simi!iar to that
given at the end of Paragraph 8. 2. 1 is applicable here and in this
light the results obtained appear satisfactory.
8. 2. 3 Torquing Pulse Scale Factor vs. Torquing Pulse Rate
Data were taken to determine any variation in the torquing pulse
scale factor as a function of the rate at which the pulses are applied.
An integral sine wave pulse with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 2 volts
was used. The torquing plate d-c excitation was -100 volts. The
pulse rate was varied from 15-t. 4 pulses/second to 31t2. 8 pulses/second
(half of string frequency). The results are tabulated in Table 8-1.
Table 8-1. Torquing Pulse Scale Factor
vs Torquing Pulse Rate
Scale Factor
Data
RUN
#1-3/26/65
#2-3!26/6q
#3-3tZ6/6'_
#4-3/26/65
# -%- 3 / 2 6 / o :3
_1a-3/26/65
Pulse Rate
(Pulse/second)
3112.8
1608.4
751. 1
353.6
15.t. 4
3112.8
LEFT
sec/pulse
-0.678
-0. 670
-0. 666
-0.663
-0.688
-0.67O
R IGH T
sec/pulse
+0.680
+0.6?2
,0.673
+0. 677
+0. 663
40.680
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Using these data, the average scale factor calculates to be:
Average: Left Torquing Scale Factor = -0.672 s_'c'/pulse
Average Right Torquing Scale Factor =*0.674 s_'/pulse
These scale factors will provide a torquing rate of approximately
2090°/hr when a pulse rate of 3112. 8 pulses/second (half of string
frequency} is provided.
The greatest deviations from the averages obtained from these
data are 42. 4 p,.'rcent and -1.6 percent for left and right scale factors
respectively. This is considered to be within experimental error. It
should be noted that the largest deviation occurs at the lowest torquing
rate. Mention must be made of a residual torquing effect caused by
the electronics in the Laboratory mechanization. With a zero torquing
rat.e, because of imperfect switching at the gates which control the
torquing pulses, small noise remnants appear on the torquing plate.
Depending upon the phasing of these remnants with respect to string
velocity, small torquing rates will be introduced into these data which
vary with paise rate. The largest effect occurs at the lowest pulse
rate. A residual torquing rate of -gO/hr was observed during these
runs with a zero pulse rate.
8. 2. 4 Fffect of I-,_rque Paise N'[agnitude Change on Torquing Pulse
Scale Factor
Data were taken to show that torque pulse scaling changed linearly
with the amplitude' of the torquing paise. An integral sine wave pulse
with a peak-to-peak amplitude_, variation frot-n 3 volts to 0. 2.5 volts was
used. The torquing plate d-c excitation was held constant at +100 volts.
In all cases the ii_strutnept was torqued at maximum rate (3113 pps).
The results are tabulated in Table 8-g. The final column in this table
shows the expected scale factor using the scale factor for the 2-volt
i
pe_ak-to-peak pulse as a reference.
I
I
I
I
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Inspection of these data indicates a peak deviation from expected
results of le_s than 3 percent. This is considered to be within experi-
mental accuracy. Pulse waveform distortion as described in Paragraph
8. 1 "was evident when the pulses were closely viewed on an oscilloscope.
8. 2. 5 Effect of Torque Pulse Phase Shift Due to Shifts in the String
Reference Signal (Z-volt peak-to-peak pulses)
Data were taken to determine the variation in the torquing pulse
scale factor with phasing of the torquing pulse. An integral sine wave
pulse with a peak-to-peak amplit_ade of 2 volts was used. The torquing
plate d-c excitation was _I00 volts. Variation in phasing with respect
to a zero reference between -39 degrees and +32 degrees was per-
formed. All runs were performed at the maximum pulse rate of this
mechanization, specifically, one-half string frequency. The results
of these runs are given in Table 8-3. Figure 8-i is a plot of data for
both the right and left torquing pulses.
it is evident in Figure 8-i that data points do not perform a par-
ticularly good job of tracing a smooth curve. Theoretically, these data
should track a cosine curve and the solid curves in the Figure are
cosine curves drawn for reference. With data as shown, both the left
and the right torquing pulse scale factors deviated as inuch as 8 percent
from the theoretical drawn curves. These deviations, being quite large,
require discussion.
The method of shifting the phase of the torquing pulses in the
Laboratory was to shift the phase of the string reference signal prior
to switching. An oscilloscope was used to monitor the an_ount of phase
shift. This was accomplished by triggering the scope from a stable
reference (Disc Drive Pickoff Signal) and using the calibrated time
sweep of the scope to measure phase angle. Be_t\veen oscilloscope
accuracy and operator capability, it is estimated that the phase angle
setting could be off as much as +-3 degre'es. It is difficult to express
this uncertainty as a percentage error in the scale factor data because
of the cosine relationship. At the point where the largest deviation
= would cause a
occurred (0 r _fi4 °) a -3 degree error in setting 0 r
3. 5 percent error in scale factor. Because this uncertainty did not
entirely explain the roughness of these data, further Laboratory inves-
tigation was done. Observation of the Z-volt peak-to-peak pulses on
the oscilloscope showed quite substantial distortion of the pulse wave-
form. Obvious flattening of the pulse peak due to lack of sufficient
amplifier linear range was evident. Because the distortion was so
noticeable, it was decided to redo the phasing runs at a lower ampli-
tude. These data are presented in Paragraph 8. Z. 6.
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Figure S-1. Torquing Pulse Scale Factor vs. Pulse
Phasing (Z-Volt Peak-to-Peak Pulses}
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Table 8. 3.
Data
Run
Torquing Pulse Scale Factor vs Pvtlse Pha.sing
(Z volt p-p pulses}
Pulse Phasing
Angle (_ r )
{Deg)
#1-3f30/6% 0
#2-3/30/65 +8
8
.i
#3-3/30/65 .16
t24#4-3/30/65
#1-3/31/65 0 -0.675
#2-3/31/65 +8 -0.666
Scale
Left
s'_c/pulse
-0. 672
-0. 638
-0.603
-0. 562
Factor
Right
s-'-_'/pulse
+0.680
+0.648
+0.613
+0.567
+0.675
+0.669
#3-3/31/65 +16 --0.646 +-0.644
#4-3/31/65 *24 -0.603 +0.602
#'5-3/31/65 _32 -0. 559 +0. 558
#6-3/31/65 0 -0.672 +0.668
0 -0.675 ,0.682
#4-4/1/65
#1-4fli65
#2-411t65 -8 -0.672
#3-4/1/65 -16 -0.622
#3a-4/1/65 -16 -0. 631
-24 -0. 597
+0.677
+0.631
+0.6 35
+0.602
#I-4/Z/65 -39 -0.507 *0.493
#i-4/28/65 0 -0.678 +0.682
#2-4128/6_ -8 -0. 688
-0.654
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-16#3-4/28/6_
+0.690
_0.658
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Table 8. 3. (Cont)
!
I
I
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Data
Run
Pulse Phasing
Angle ( 0 r )
(Dog}
Scale Factor
Left
s_c/puls e
Right
see/pulse
#1-4/29/65 0 -0. 683 +0. 684
#2.-4/29/65 ;8 -0.678 +0.677
#3-4/29/65 ,-16 -0. 649 +0. 657
#4-4/29/65 -_2.t , -0. 658 +O. 657
#5-4/29/65 _32 -0. 590 +0. 593
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8. 2.6 Effect of Tor_ Pulse Phase Shift due to Shifts in the String
Reference Signal (l-volt peak-to-peak pulses)
Because of difficulties outlined in Paragraph 8. 2. 5, substantial
data were taken to determine torque pulse scale factor vs phasing for
l-volt peak-to-peak pulses. As before, the torquing plate d-c
excitation was _ I00 volts. Variation in phasing between t40 degrees
and -40 degrees from the zero reference position was done. All runs
were performed at a pulse rate of one-half string frequency. The
results are given in T_,b!c 8-.I. Figure 8-2 is a plot of the data for
both left and right :orquin,, pulses.
As evidenced by Figure 8-2, the data shows a reasonably good corre-
spondence to the theoretically expected cosine curve. A substantial
improvement over data obtained using the 2-volt peak-to-peak pulses
of Paragraph 8. 2. 5 was obtained. Check of the data points showed
them to be within -t percent of the theoretical values. As mentioned
in Paragraph 8. 2. 5 this range of data accuracy approaches the uncer-
tainty of setting the phasing of the torquing pulses. Also, some small
change in distortio_ as a function of shifting phase could be observed.
This, as discussed in Paragraph 8. 1, would cause error in setting
pulse amptitudc. Fhc_e error terms, plus the uncertainty in angular
rate read out, indicate these clara to be we!l within explainable
experimental ,lncer tainty.
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Figure 8-Z. Torquing Pulse Scale Factor vs. Pulse
Phasing (l-Volt Peak-to-Peak l)ulses)
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Table 8-4.
C5-1277/32
Torquing Pulse Scale Factor vs Pulse Phasing
(1-volt p-p pulses)
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Data
Run
Pulse Phasing
Angle (@r)
(Deg)
Scale
Left
s2:'c/puls e
Factor
R ight
s_'c / pul s e
V
#1-5/3/65 0 -0. 344 +0. 347
b ....
#2-5/3/65 -8 -0. 338 _-O. 341
#3-5/3/65 +16 -0. 333 +0. 333
#4-5/3/65 ÷24 -0. 314" _-0. 312
_5-5t3/65 _32 -0. 303 _-0. 303
:=
#6-5/3/65 -40 -0. 283 -0. 288
_#1-5/4/65 0 -0. 346 t0. 347
#2-5/'t/65 -8 -0. 273 *0. 277
#3-5/4/65 -16 -0. 325 +O. 332
'4/65 -24 -0. 307 _0. 311#4-5,,
#5-5/-t/65 -32 -9. Z94 +_0. 302
#6-5/4/'65 -40 -0. 272 +0. 278
#5a-5/4/65 -32 -0. Z97 +3. 304
#6a-5/4/65 -40 -0. 269 +0. 275
#1-5/10,'65 0 -0. 346 +0. 341
_2-5/10/65 -8 -0. 336 _0. 333
#3-5/10/'65 -16 -0. 335 r0. 336
#4-5/10/65 -24 -0. 314 r0. 314
#1-5/11/65 -16 -0. 337 -0. 335
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Table 8-4.
Data
gun
Pulse Phasing
Angle (_r)
(Deg)
(Cont)
#2-5/11/65 -16
_3-5/11 /65 -16 -0. 329 +0. 331
#4-5/ii/65 -24 -0. 320 +0. 317
#5-5/II/65 -32 -0. 300 +0. 300
#6_5/11/65 -40 -0.264 _0. 261
.#7-5/11/65 -24 -0. 318 q0. 315
#8-5/11/65 -8 -0. 337 +0. 336
#1-5/12/65 ._8 -0. 347 _-0. 344
#2-5/12/65 _16 " -0. 341 +0. 338
_3-5/12/65 ,24 -0. 333 ,0. 329
#4-5/12/65 +32 -0. 300 +0. 295
#5-5/12/65 +40 -0.-279 +0. 271
#6-5/12/65 e40 -0. 275 +0.270
#7-5/12/'65 -32 -0. 300 +0.296
#8-5/12/65 _24 -0. 3Z8 +0. 323
#9-5/12/65 +16 -0. 341 r0. 338
#10-5/12/65 *8 -0, 346 _0. 343
#II-5/12/65 0 -0. 3,17 v0. 343
Scale Factor
Left Right
se'-'c/pulse se'-'c/pul se
-0. 328 +0. 323
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Effect of Tcfnperature Variations on Torquing Pulse Scale
Factor
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
As shown in the theory, any temperature changes of the STAR
will cause both first and second order effects. The first order effect
will be to change the amplitude of the string oscillation because of
change in string tension due to instrument contractions and expansions.
This change in amplitude would directly change torque pulse scale
factor should the amplitude of the pulse be held constant. Second order
temperature effects will cause additional small changes in instrument
geometry thereby affecting pickoff sensitivities. The mechanization
accuracy was such that only the first order effect on scale factor could
be observed.
The mechanization used in the Laboratory derives the torquing
pulses from thv: string reference pickoff. This causes the pulse ampli-
tude to directly vary with string amplitude and hence in normal oper-
ation holds the torquing scale factor constant. Because of lack of
stability in the electronics (see Paragraph 8. 2. 10), check of scale factor
consistency as a function of temperature variations could not be accom-
plished. Instead, for test purposes, it was decided to change instru-
ment temperature and reset the torque pulse back to the nominal pulse
amplitude. From theoretical expectations a changed scale factor could
be determined and compared to the experimental scale factor.
g
g
I
I
I
I
!
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The manner in which these data were taken follows' Temperature
was changed from day-to-day. At each new temperature set point the
torquinR pulse amplitude was set to l-volt peak-to-peak. Also, at each
set point, the u 2:" of the instrun'lent was accurately measured (see
Paragraph 7. g. 3, Step 2 of the Pre-test Session Check List). This quan-
tity provides a direct determination of string oscillation amplitude and
allows prediction of torquing pulse scale factor at the set temperature.
It can bc shown (for e×_tmple, see Equations 6-15 and 6-gl) that the tor-
quing pulse scale factor varies inversely as the square root of the
quantity (u 2-1). Using this relationship, predictions as to expected
torquing scale factor were made.
The expected results and data obtained from these temperature
runs are given in Table 8-5. It should be noted that the calculated scale
factors are determined using the average scale factor at the normal
operating temperature as a reference. Etence, each scale factor is ob-
tained from the sc_uare root of the ratio of (u2-1) at the reference temp-
eratureto(u2-1}at the changed temperature. For reference purposes, the
2 2 at n=Z) of Sections 5 and 6.
_:The ratio u strictly speaking, is u 2 (uZ
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approximate instrument case temperature is given in these data. It
should be mentioned that the u _ term is an easily measurable tern_
from which string amplitude can be calqulated directly on a theoretical
basis. (String amplitude, on the other hand, can not so easily be
obtain_zd directly from case temperature).
As can be sec.n from these data, the correlation between the pre-
dicted and actual data were quite good. The largest deviation occurred
with large temperature changes and these were less than 3 percent.
As the u P term was decreased the string anqplitude decreased and thus
the signal available fron_ the string reference pickoff became smaller.
In order to hold torque pulse amplitude constant, it was necessary to
make up this lost gain in tl_e electronics. This had the effect of intro-
ducing variations in the torquin:_ pulse waveforn_. It is felt that these
variations were sufficient to caase these data to be no better than 3
percent without considering uncertainty in angular rate determination.
It is worth n_¢ntioninz that increasing instrument temperature more
than 97_]F (u 2 less than 1.00231) caused the string amplitude reference
signal to decrease to a value less than a minimum for the electronics
to hold the torque pulse constant.
8. 2. 8 ]_]ffects of Torque Pulse Phase Shifts in Pulse Turn-On Phase
and Pulse Turn-Off Phase
Following suitable modification of the Laboratory mechanization,
it was possible to change the relative turn-on and turn-off times for
the torquing pulse. Paragraph 3. 7, of this report presents the theory
as to the effect such changes will have on the torquing scale factor. For
convenience, the final result of the theory, specifically an equation
giving normalized torquing scal_ factor as a function of pulse phases
is repeated in Figure 8-3. Also'included in the Figure is a sketch of
the torque pulste waveform defining terms. Figure 8-4 is provided
for information only to aid understanding of the effect of various pulse
turn-on and turn-off times. It gives representative waveforms for a
few different switching times.
To show the _ffect of pulse turn-on and turn-off times on scale
factor more conveniently, a set of curves using the just-described
equation is plotted in Figure _--3. Using the Laboratory n_echanization,
it was attempted to experimentally come up with the same set of curves.
As in previous data sets, a one-volt peak-to-peak pulse was used with
a ._100-volt d-c plate excitation. In all runs the instrument was torqued
at pulse rates of one-half string frequency. Data points obtained are
given in Table' _-6. Data points are plotted on Figurt' 8-5 next to the
theoretical curve, to the same scale factor, to facilitate comparison.
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Figure 8-3. Equation of Torque Pulse Scale Factor as a Function
of Torque Pulse Phasing With a Sketch of Waveform
to Define Terms
O d =0
o
sa 0
Or = 0
0
Qr = 0
0 _.l •
O r - 0
8 d = 45 °
'Osa : .4a°(+I_5"i
_r : d
Os_ : 0 (*180 °)
_r = 0
Os,_ = :45 °
@r : 0
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M
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Figure 8-4. Representative Torque Pulse W,iveform for Various
Turn-on and Turn-off Times (0r=0). Only the Left Torquing
Pulse is Depicted
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Comparison of the two sets of curves in Figure 8-5 viclds some
i'_te:'catil_g observati,)!:s. :ks cvidcnccd by the sketches, the genera[
shape of the experimental curves corresponds to the theoretical cllrve.
The expcrirnent:,,l curv_:_ were normalized to unity at the 0d : 0 :
0 point. For a given 0d' the expt_riment curves provide consis_ntl?,
higher scale facTor_ than the theoretical curve except at the curve
where @d _ 0 (A_/I < -- 1). Descriptive[ F, the fan:ily of curves obtained
experimentally is not synlmetricalabout the curve of Od = 90° as in-
dicated b 5, the th,-?or,/. !_,: addition, data are a_al_{_o,e (see Paragraph
8. 2. 9, Data Run :i6a - 6,"8/65) for the point 0 d = -180 ° and Osa : 0"
At this point, AqS,/K _ 2 as predicted by the theory. Thus, the experi-
n_._.r, tal fa_,ily of curve from 0 d = 180 ° to 0 ° appears to repeat the
shape of the family of curves from 0d : 0°to -180 °
At this tin_e, it is not known why these experinlental results
differ, as the)- do, fron_ theoretical. It is difficult to conceive of a
reason for the lack of non-symmetry obtained experimentall?.. Con-
sider the data for 0d - 90:. According to the data /_95/K = 0.6,
i. e. , the scale factor is six-tenths of its nominal value for a full
integral sine wave pulse. Since for 0 d = 90 _ the pulse is exactly one-
half of an integral sine wave, it is quite hard to see how A_/K can
be anything but 0. 5. Both theory and intuition dispute the experimental
results. On the other hand, reasonable care was exercised when per-
forIning the expcrimt,nt. Hence, the results cannot be ignored.
Thus, while the general shape of the theoretical curves has been
duplicated, the numerical values have not checked within what is be-
lieved to be the accuracy of the test. /_f we could take the maximum
deviation of 20 percent and assume the 0d and 0sa error terms remain
within this deviation, this accuracy would be, certaildy, satis-
factor?, for an error expression; however, we have not proven the
validity of such an extension, although it seems reasonable intuitively.
8. 2. ca Effect ofD-C Tr,rquing Bias
' To investigate for possible side effects, one torquing run was
made with the torquin_ plate de-excitation reduced from _ 100 to +50
volts. An integral sine wave pulse with 2 volts peak-to-peak amplitude
was used and the pulse rate was maxin_um (3113 pps). The Data Run
(#1-4/5/65) yielded -0. 330 s'gZ_./pulse and +0. 330 s'-Cc/pulse for the
left and right scale factor, respectively. The average scale factor
for a 2-volt peak-to-peak pulse from Paragraph 8.2.3 was:
Left Scale Factor
Right Scale Factor
- 0.672 s'Kk/pulse
-: + 0. 674 s_/pulse
8-24
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Theory indicates that halving the d-c plate bias halves the scale
factor for d-c t-'xcitations of this magnitude. Thus, the scale factors
should be :
Left Scale Factor (Expected) -- -0. 336 sere/pulse
Right 5cal_ 1Factor (Expected) = +0. 337 s--_/pulse
The results agree within Z. 5 percent.
8. 2. 10 Effect of t-Iarmonic_
In an effort to detect any performance detriment due to the quite-
considerable harmonics generated by the single integral sine wave pulse
normally used, two additional data sets were taken. The existence of
these harmonics and the lack of any known effects on string operation is
discussed in Paragraph 3.4.
These two data sets consisted of first comparing the normal
"single" pulse torquing pulse waveform to analog torquing and then
comparing to the "optimum" torquing pulse waveform {Paragraph
3. 5. Z) for a string operating in the second mode, i.e., a double-
integral sine wave pulse. Data obtained from these runs are given in
Figure 8-6.
Comparison of the runs yielded no detectable difference in tor-
quing scale factor due to torquing with "optimum" or "non-optimum"
waveforms, within the accuracy of the mechanization. Thus, within
the accuracy of the test, it still may be said that we know of no specific
effect of harmonics on string motion.
It should be mentioned that no particular difficulty was encountered
in achieving the double integral sine wave pulse.
8. 2. 11 Torque Pulse Phase and Amplitude Stability
Early in the experimental program attempts were made to mea-
sure the short-term and day-to-day stability of the STAR torquing
pulses. The pulses were monitored on a T(:ktronix 555 Oscilloscope
using a Type Z Preamplifie.r. Phasing was monitored using both
Lissajous techniques and the calibrated time sweep of the scope.
Amplitude was monitored using the vertical magnification of the Type
Preamplifier. It quickly became evident that the available circuitry
Z
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DATA RUN
NO. la -
5,fZO/e5
No. 6b-
618/65
TORQUE PULSE WAVEFORM
Ar %--%-
5A/VVb
SC AI.E FACTOR
-0. 351 (LEFT)
*0.352 {RIGHT)
-0. 347 (LEFT)
*0.351 (RIGHT)
(1) -0.714 (xl/2 = -0. 357)
(1) _0.720 (xl/2 = *0.360)
(i) -0. 359
(I) +0. 3bZ
1) IN THE SET OF RUNS, FIiE .%_4(;UL_XR PLATFORM PICKOFF WAS NOT CALIBRATED
SINCE RELATIVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RUN 6a - 6/8/65 AND bb - 6/8/b5 WAS
ONLY POINr OF INTERL-2ST. THIS EXPLAINS INCREASE IN SCALE FACTOR vALUE
OVER NORMAL VALUE.
Figure 8-6. Runs to Determine Scale Factor as a Function
of Various Torquing Pulse Waveforms
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was not stable enough to allow taking any n_eaningful date[ on stability.
Both amplitude and phasing were drifting quit_- rapidly. Phase for
example showed short term (a few hours) drift of _3 degrees, It was
felt that thu available circuitry did not pro'vide indication to either the
ability to d_.sign or to obtain circuitry which would meet necessary
performance specifications. Since the experimental progran] was set
up primarily to substantiate theoretical results, no effort was made to
improve thu electronic stabilities. It should be noted that the stability
was sufficient to allow the taking of torquing data, as the pulses were
constantly monitored and corrected as necessary.
8. 3 CONCLUSIONS
In general, the _-xperimental work providc-d substantial verification
of the theory relattn_ to torquing the vibratin_ string gyro. But, more
importantly, thw ]J,,boratory work did not show any fundamental prob-
lems in torquing the STAR which may have been missed or neglected.
Some effects (Paragraph 8. 2.8) did turn up which require additional
investigation, t0ut thL. se do not appear to seriously impair either the
precision or re!lability to which the STAR gyro can be torqued.
Specifically, the experimental effort provided the following
most noteworthy results:
, The torquing _>ulse scale factor for a given physical instru-
ment can be predicted satisfactorily from theory.
, In a similar fashion, the pickoff amplitude sensitivity is
predictable.
, Within the mechanization accuracy, no effects due to har-
lnonic components in the torquing waveform are evident.
4. Phase shifts of the torquing pulse with respect to the string
velocity cause the scale factor to change according to the
predicted cosine relationship.
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